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News
Library Modernizing
The student-faculty Committee on the
Library and staff of Ladd Library will
conduct an open forum at 4:10 p.m. in
Coram Room 1 on Monday, January
.. 29th, to introduce Bates students and
staff of the College the automated library
system which will be operating in Ladd
Library beginning in September 1990.
All who are interested in the enormous
changes coming to the Library are in¬
vited to participate.
Katherine Kott, the Automated Ser¬
vices Librarian, will conduct the meet¬
ing which will provide information
about how the system will work and
which will allow everyone a chance to
ask questions about how the on-line sys¬
tem will make research easier for every¬
one at Bates.

Joe Derbyshire
The automated system has been in the
planning stages for nearly five years,
and when up-and-running, it will pro¬
vide access to the libraries collection of
over 500,000 books, periodicals, sound
recordings, videos, and microform
through the. use of terminals located
throughout Ladd Library and eventu¬
ally at many computer terminals else¬
where on campus. The system will pro¬
vide an automated system for the circu¬
lation of both general and reserve books
from the Library by using light pens
which can read essential information in
bar-codes on both books and user IDs.
The system will give access to the public
catalogues of Bowdoin College and
Colby College and eventually to the cat¬
alog of the University of Maine system.
It will tie together the library catalogs of
all the most important institutions of
higher education in Maine, making in¬
formation about resources simpler to ac¬
cess and more complete.
Bates, like Colby and Bowdoin, has se¬
lected the library software programs de¬
veloped by Innovative Interfaces Inc. of
Berkeley, California, to run on com¬
puters made by the Digital Equipment
Corporation with offices, among other
places, in Augusta, Maine. These are
the same hardware and software prod¬

ucts adopted by the University of Maine
system when it began to operate in 1988.
It was, in fact, the interest of BatesBowdoin-Colby and the University
which fused the partnership of Innova¬
tive and Digital and has made their sys¬
tem state-of-the-art for American librar¬
ies. Innovative Interfaces grew out of
the work its president, Jerry Kline, had
done as a young programmer working
on the University of California library
system in the late 1970s.
When the Bates on-line catalog becomes
available in the fall of 1990, users will be.
able to search it in all of the traditional
ways: by author, by title, by subject, by
series. In addition on-line use will allow
key-word searches, either simple ones
(TREES, ROMANIA, ARTERIO¬
SCLEROSIS) or in combinations like
“FRANCE and TENNIS” or “RAPE
and ALCOHOL.”
All of the complicated cross-reference
structure now on 3x5 cards in the card
catalog will be available. For example,
the system will tell you: “Clemens,
Samuel Langhorne” filed, under “Twain,
Mark” or “Atomic weapons”/i/«7 under
“Nuclear weapons.” All of this and
much more will be available to users
with a few menu selections and a few
simple commands. The system will be
easy to use, user-friendly. Experience
has taught the library profession that 9
in 10 students prefer the on-line catalog
to the card catalog.
It is difficult for most people who are
not librarians to remember that the pres¬
ent card catalog first came into use in the
1870s. Before that, libraries kept track of
their materials in books with many
pasteins, emendations, and cross outs.
The computerizing of libraries is only
the latest step in the development of
quick and efficient ways which libraries
have sought to make users aware ol what
is available for them to read, to hear,
and to see. If you have questions about
the new Ladd Library system’ or sugges¬
tions about screen displays, you have a
chance to voice them on January 29th
in Coram Room 1 at 4:10 p.m. Light
refreshments will be served following the
presentation. □ .

Bates Debaters Have
c(Best Showing Ever”
by Fawn Johnson
By finishing as the top ranked Ameri¬
can team at the Concordia University
Debate Tournament held in Montreal,
Canada on November 17-19, 1989, the
Bates College Debate Team qualified to
attend the World Debating Champion¬
ships in Glasgow, Scotland in De¬
cember.
In Canada, Jeff Braun ’90 and Ellen
Crowley ’91 tied for the tournament
lead after the preliminary rounds,
achieving a perfect record of four wins
,and no defeats. Eric Fuchs ’90 and
Larry Katz ’91 finished the preliminary
rounds with a record of three wins and
one loss, ranking them sixth among the
teams at the tournament. Braun also fin¬
ished third among the 72 individual
speakers in the tournament.
Continuing the strong tradition of
Bates debate teams in international com¬
petition, Linda Horwitz ’90, Braun,
Fuchs and Crowley attended the World
Championship tournament in Glasgow
over the Christmas break. The tourna¬
ment included 180 teams from around
the wprld, including Eastern Europe,
India, and Japan.
Braun and Crowley finished as the fifth
ranked team in the United States and
the 33rd ranked team in the world. Di¬
rector of Debate Robert J. Branham
calls it Bates’ “best showing ever” at the
international tournament. The only
American teams ahead of Crowley and

Braun were two from Yale, and one
each from Harvard and Wesleyan.
Crowley and Braun, the highest ranked
team who did not break into the elimina¬
tion rounds, finished a mere five points
away from breaking past the prelimi¬
nary rounds.
Despite this disappointment, Braun be¬
lieved that he and his partner performed
well, “In terms of Ellen and I, our last
round was our best round. We had a
good argument and a well orchestrated
case against the team.” The debating
format in Scotland differs from the for¬
mat usually used in the United States.
In the United States and Canada,
rounds consist of one team matched
against one other team. In Scotland,
each round has two different teams
matched against two others, requiring
debaters to cooperate with other debate
teams from other schools. Branham said
that he spent a lot of time practicing with
the debaters in the new format, and
Braun said that “Bates adapted very
well” to the new style.
In each round, the debaters would re¬
ceive a topic, and then they would have
fifteen minutes to prepare for the de¬
bate. Some of the more interesting top¬
ics debated at Glasgow were: “I think,
therefore I am - but it doesn’t make the
trains run on time,” “God is dead, and
his work is being done by social work¬
ers,” and “The art of being a good lover
is knowing when to leave.” Q

RA Elects New President
and Vice President

Joe Derbyshire is the Director of Ladd Library

Club Bulletin Board
by Michael Lieber

Friday
6:30 p.m. BCTV WEEKLY—National
News and the Bates Scene, Sports and
Entertainment with a special report on
the recent rape on campus. Channel 4.
7:00 p.m. FILM—Sponsored by the
Filmboard - $1 admission - Filene
Room.
8:30
p.m.
CONTRADANCE—The
Maine-based Yankee Exchange will per¬
form a traditional New England Contradance featuring caller Jack Janssen.
Sponsored by Freewill Folk Society.
Free to Bates students, $2 for faculty,
staff, and senior citizens, $3 for General
Public. Chase Lounge.
10:00 p.m. TRIVIA NIGHT—The an¬
nual tradition continues on WRBC 91.5 FM. The Contest lasts until Satur¬
day morning with an awards breakfast
in Commons at 8:00 a.m.

Saturday
6:00 a.m. MOUNT WASHINGTON
HIKE—The Bates Outing Club spon¬

sors a hike to the summit of Mount
Washington. Meet at the Equipment
Room and return Saturday night. The
hike does require Alpine experience.
7:15 a.m. SUNDAY RIVER SKI
TRIP—The Bates Outing Club spon¬
sors a downhill and cross-country ski
trip to Sunday River in Bethel, ME. $28
includes transportation, lift ticket and
lunch.

Sunday
1:00 p.m. REPRESENTATIVE ASSEMBLY POSITIONS—The RA is
seeks students to fill positions as Trea¬
surer, Parliamentarian, and Secretary.
Those who are interested must sign up
for an interview at the RA office on the
2nd floor of Chase Hall.

Wednesday
7:00 p.m. WRITING WORKSHOP—
The Garnet is offering creative writing
workshops on the 31st, February 7th
and 14th. Students should bring 5 copies
of a work in progress and meet at the
Writing Workshop on Campus Ave.
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The New RA President and Vice President.

Steve Peters photo.

by Adam Molesworth

Last Monday night the Representative Assembly (RA) elected Liz
Rynecki ’91 as its new president, and Tom Baird ’92 as vice-presi¬
dent. Ratification of their appointments to the offices of secretary,
parliamentarian, and treasurer occurs on the 29th. The newly elected
officials begin directing the RA meetings on the 5th of February.
The RA allocated $600 to the New World Coalition to sponsor
Jacob Holdt’s “American Pictures,” a four hour lecture and slide
show concerning the lower class throughout the nation. The success
of Holdt’s presentation at Bates two years ago prompted quick ratifi¬
cation of the allocation. □

NEWS

Bates to Host Colloquium on Eastern Bloc
by Steve Ryder
Next week, Bates will host a four-day
colloquium entitled Revolutionary Up¬
heaval in the Eastern Bloc which will ex¬
plore the changes occurring in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union. The
event will feature guest speakers from
East Germany, Hungary, Poland and
the Soviet Union.
The colloquium begins on Monday,
January 29, at 7:30 in the Muskie Ar¬
chives with a keynote address by Made¬
line Albright, Donner Professor of Inter¬
national Affairs and Director of the
Women in Foreign Service Program at
Georgetown University’s School of For¬
eign Service. Albright, who recently re¬
turned from her trip to Eastern Europe,
served as a member of President Cart¬
er’s National Security Council staff and
later as the Senior Foreign Policy Ad¬
visor to presidential candidate Michael
Dukakis.
On Thursday, February 1, the collo¬
quium continues with a lecture in the
Olin Arts Center by Marshall Goldman,

Bates will host a four-day
colloquium entitled Revolu¬
tionary Upheaval in the Eastern
Bloc.
Professor of Soviet Economics at Welles¬
ley College and Associate Director of the
Russian Research Center at Harvard
University. Goldman has written a
number of books on the Soviet Union,
and appears frequently on ABC’s Night
Line and PBS’s McNeil/Lehrer News
Hour.
Thursday evening in the chapel, a panel
will conduct a presentation on “The
Economic Issues.” Vladimir Benevolenskii of the USA-Canada Institute in
Moscow; Andreas Gummich, assistant
professor at the University of Economic
Sciences in East Berlin; and Wojciech
Maciejewski, economic professor at
Warsaw University in Poland will join
Professor Goldman in the chapel. Ben
Slay, economics instructor at Bates will
moderate.

Friday evening, February 2 at 7:30 in
Olin Arts Center, another distinguished
panel will address political questions as¬
sociated with the changes.
The panel will include E. Douglas
Ayer, Eastern European specialist in the
U.S. State Department, Peter Doyle, di¬
rector of press and public affairs for the
New York office of the European Com¬
munity, Judith Hempfling, Board of Di-

“The colloquium will give
the faculty and students
the chance to receive first
hand information.”—Pia
Wood
rectors, Campaign for Peace and De¬
mocracy/East and West, Irina Livezeanu, assistant professor of History,
Colby College, and Mihaly SzegedyMaszak of Budapest, currently chair of
the Hungarian Studies Program at Indi¬
ana University. James Richter, assistant
professor of political science at Bates,
now on leave as a fellow at Colombia’s
Harriman Institute, will moderate the
discussion.
In the Muskie Archives, on Saturday,
February 3 at 4:00 p.m.in the~Muskie
Archives at 4:00 p.m., Hartmut Mechtel of East Germany’s opposition party
New Forum will address the Bates com¬
munity, and at 7:30 Saturday evening
the colloquium will conclude with a
panel entitled “Pulling the Threads To¬
gether”.
Richter will provide an assessment of
the discussion with regard to the Soviet
Union; Slay will comment on Hungary
and Poland; Denis Sweet, assistant pro¬
fessor of German, on will center on East
Germany; Pia Wood, instructor in polit¬
ical science, will examine Western Eu¬
rope; and Yang Ye, assistant professor
of Chinese, will concentrate on China.
Christopher Beam of the Muskie Ar¬
chives will moderate the discussion.
A four-film “Late Night Flicks” series
will run in conjunction with the collo¬
quium. Foreign films will be shown in
the Olin Arts Center at 10 p.m. from

Goldstein Fund Established

East German Opposition Party Member, Hartmut Mechtel. News Bureau photo.
January 31 - February 3.
An ad hoc committee, constructed for
a December panel discussion concerning
change in Eastern Europe, organized
the colloquium. Wood, a committee
member, believes many people have
been ill-informed about the rapid
changes in Eastern Europe and the So¬
viet Union.
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The parents of Daniel Stephen
Goldstein, class of 1992, have begun to
work with the Bates Development Office
to establish several gifts to the college in
his name; plans include bringing Nora
Ephron to campus in the spring.
Ephron, the author of Heartburn and
scriptwriter for When Harry Met Sally, will
conduct a theatre workshop.
Daniel Goldstein committed suicide on
the Bates Campus on November 28,
1989. On November 30, 1989 a funeral
service took place at the Congregation
B’Nai Israel Synagogue in Northamp¬
ton, Massachusetts.
A memorial observance of Goldstein’s
life organized by his friends and repre¬
sentatives of the college occurred on De¬
cember 8, 1989 in the Bates College
Chapel. The service included readings
and musical selections that he had loved
and spoken remembrances by a number
of his friends within the Bates commu¬
nity.
The memorial fund will also provide
support for the theatre activities of the
Robinson Players and other campus the¬
atre groups. Finally, money will go to¬
wards the 'purchase of video and sound
recordings for the Audio/ Visual section
of Ladd Library. These will reflect Gol-
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“The colloquium,” she says, “will give
the faculty and students the chance to re¬
ceive first hand information.” WCBB
may provide coverage of the colloquium
events. However, with such a fine array
of distinguished guests, no Batesie
should wait for the colloquium to hit
television. D
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Our Study Abroad Programs
Come Highly Recommended

A GLOBAL UNIVERSITY

“University in Australia is much more a whole life experience than in the U.S.... I was
involved all week designing experiments and collecting data with field trips on the week¬
ends. The whole atmosphere — classrooms and dorms — encourages communication and
interaction. ”
— Bob Sluka
James Cook University, 1988
“For me, having studied on University of Miami’s L’Aquila program was an experience
unlike any other. The Italian people, their language, their culture — all of it just went
straight to my heart, leaving.me with the greatest experience of my life. ” — Suzanne Amster
Universita degli studi L’Aquila, 1988
STUDY ABROAD WITH UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI PROGRAMS:
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• spend an academic year, semester
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semester and year programs
• full University of Miami credit granted
• options include: university courses,
independent study and internships
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Photo courtesy Gene Clough
dstein’s love ol Wagner, opera, and
Woody Allen movies.
Goldstein, ol Leeds, Massachusetts,
had transferred to Bates in January of
1989. His death came as a shock to the
college community and especially those
who had known him well. The college
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• $2,000 and $4,000 grants available for
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For more information about the University
of Miami’s overseas programs contact:
Office of International Programs
University of Miami
P.O. Box 248203
Coral Gables, FL 33124
(305) 284-3434
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ftJJont o 1989 Garnet?
Pick up q free copy in Lodd Library,
at the corner of the
vCirculokon Desk._

■ SEE GOLDSTEIN. PAGE 6
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Renowned Rights Advocate Addresses Bates
Says that Struggle for Equality Continues
by Steve Ryder
Eleanor Holmes Norton, keynote
speaker of the four-day racial awareness
program entitled “Lift Every Voice,”
spoke to the Bates community in the
Chapel on Wednesday, January 17. She
addressed the increasingly complex is¬
sues facing African-Americans and an¬
swered questions from the audience.
Norton works as a Professor of Law
at Georgetown University Law Center,
and chaired the United States Equal Op¬
portunity Commission in Washington
D.C. from 1977 to 1981. She received
her education at Yale Law School, Yale
Graduate School in American Studies,
and Antioch College. Washingtonian
Magazine recently named her as one of
the 100 most powerful women in Wash¬
ington.
In introducing Norton, Dean of Stu¬
dents, F. Celeste Branham noted that
“although we have learned through this
week that some gains in racial under¬
standing have been made, we have been
given a consistent message from each of
the program’s presenters that we have a
long road yet to travel.”
Norton expre^ed her agreement with
Branham, saying that Americans fall
short of openness and honesty on race
yet. She labelled the 1980’s as a time
when “the most productive period of
equality for Blacks came to a close.”
“For African-Americans,” she said,
“the 1980s should have been a period of
consolidation on questions of civil rights,
and transfer of some energy to newlyemerging issues.”
Norton explained that instead, Afri¬
can-Americans had to fight against de¬
termined administration efforts to crip¬
ple the Voting Rights Act, to subvert the
enforcement of the Brown School Deseg¬
regation Mandate, to give tax-exemp¬
tion to segregated private schools, to ig¬
nore the existence of housing discrimi¬
nation, and to undermine the integrity
of the Civil Rights Commission.

Norton said that “after 25 years of
fighting rudimentary segregation and
discrimination, new and more complex
issues, many with economic in addition
to equality implications, require new
and sophisticated tools.” Noting that the
African-American agenda is less simple
then in the past when African-Amer¬
icans were denied the right to vote and
entrance to public places, she proposed

emergence
of widespread
poverty
among African Americans needs ad¬
dressing. Alternatives to layoffs and
other tragedies need addressing in order
to make permanent the crucial gains
brought by affirmative action to the slow
but real creation of a black middle-class.
She regards the encouragement of mi¬
nority achievement in schools and col¬
leges as necessary to prevent an irre-

Eleanor Holmes Norton speaks about racial discrimination.
a new agenda for African-Americans.
She claimed that African-Americans
must strengthen the Black family and re¬
duce the growth of female-headed
households in their community, and
they must fight a dangerous pattern of
increasing structural or permanent un¬
employment among African-American
men.
Further, she commented that the

Sarah Donham photo.

trievable gap from developing between
Whites and Blacks in education and em¬
ployment.
Norton believes that African-Amer¬
icans could have reached an historic
crossroads as their leaders formulate
how to confront these issues. She
pointed the polarization of African
Americans concerning whether or not
African-American’s themselves or soci-

etal factors caused present problems
faced by members of that group.
She emphasized the contradictions in
the African-Americans condition that
“call for multiple strategies and sophisti¬
cated understanding of our (African
Americans) predicament.” On the one
hand, she said, sits the dramatic emer¬
gence of figures such as Virginia Gover¬
nor Douglas Wilder and New York City
Mayor David Dinkins, many Black
Rhodes Scholars, and the Black middle
class. On the other hand there lies a re¬
gression to racial extremism evident in
new groups such as the Skinheads, and
in widespread poverty among AfricanAmericans.
“Protest and progress do not sit easily
together,” said Norton. She fears that
with the acknowledgement of progress,
societal effects against discrimination
will decrease. As a example of the di¬
lemma facing African-Americans, Nor¬
ton said African-Americans must keep
the high positions they have attained in
corporate America and at the same time
confront corporate indifference to South
African apartheid.
During the question-and-answer ses¬
sion Norton discussed the drug issue,
problems facing African-Americans in
education and unemployment, and the
Supreme Court’s decisions last term
pertaining to affirmative action. She ex¬
pressed worries that the penetration of
the ghetto by PCP, crack, ice and other
drugs may soon yield certain inter-city
areas irretrievable.
When asked if she thinks the legaliza¬
tion of drugs can solve the drug prob¬
lem, she said that legalization is “mani¬
festly a non-solution.” She received a
loud round of applause after saying op¬
poses the legalization of drugs on practi¬
cal and moral grounds. She received
another loud round of applause at the
completion of the question-and-answer
session. D

Program Explores Race Issues
by Rebecca Sanferrare

Beforeyou
dissect.
For more information
about humane alternatives
to animal dissection
in classrooms,
CALL TOLL-FREE
DISSECTION
INFORMATION HOTLINE
1S00-922 FROG (3764)

This past week, the Deans in cooporation with the Afro-American Society,
the Lecture Committee, and various de¬
partmental groups, sponsored racial
awareness program entitled “Lift Every
Voice,” in celebration of the late Dr.
Rev.
Martin
Luther
King Jr.’s
birthday.
The events included a new-age play
presented by the National Black Tour¬
ing Circuit, lectures, and informal dis¬
cussion meals. The program ended with
the showing of Spike Lee’s controversial
movie “Do the Right Thing” and the
sold
out
student
production
of
“Othello,” both of which played all
weekend.
Three renowned speakers held lec¬
tures followed by informal discussions.
Dr. William Jones discussed “Beyond
Neo-Racism” to a packed audience in
Qlin Arts center.-Dr. John Dovgidio, in
his lecture “Racism Among the Wpll Inten tioned,” tackled the often confusing
issue of defining true racism.
Eleanor Holmes Norton, a Professor
of Law at Georgetown University,
served as the keynote speaker for the
four day program. A nationally recog¬
nized authority on domestic issues, she
explored the problems presented by ra¬
cial discrimination.

■ SEE WEEK, PAGE 19
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Dr. John Dovidio lectures on “Racism Among the Well Intentioned.”
photo.
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NEWS

Trustee Meeting to
Affect Bates Community
by Mark Freeman
I he Board of Trustees at Bates Col¬
lege represents a unit of forty elected
alumni, with fifteen serving for life on
the Board of Fellows, and twenty-five
serving five year terms on the Board of
Overseers. As a committee with the
president, they make the important deci¬
sions that shape the college and direct its
future course.

Some of the issues that may
be discussed include 1) the
construction of a Student
Center, 2) more dormitory
space, 3) the addition of
faculty to some departments,
4) increased opportunity
for recreational basketball
play space, 5) insuring
future endowments, 6) the
need for a “classics” de¬
partment, and 7) the need
for increased space for din¬
ing, and perhaps more lei¬
surely dining.
Carpenter cited the goal of the Board
of Trustees as focused primarily on, “ .
. . establishing the policies on which the
college should operate, to select the pres¬
ident, . . . and to ascertain . . . that the
policies are carried out.”
A large part of the Board of Trustees’
responsibility lies in the area of Carpent¬

by Tabitha Sparks
A lot of people think a Trustees affilia¬
tion with the institution he or she serves
is one of legal responsibility, a somewhat
dubious connection to the spirit of the
organization in question. After further
investigation, however, this impression
proved misleading. Inadvertently, each
of these interviews evolved into the
trustees description of his appreciation
for Bates College from his perspective as
an alumnus.

Frank Morey Coffin
Frank Morey Coffin, born in Lewis¬
ton, graduated from Bates in 1940 as an
economics major, and continued his ed-

er’s specialty, financial affairs. They
themselves aid in the acquisition of
funds directly by contributing to the col¬
lege. All members are compelled to con¬
tribute something, said Carpenter, be¬
cause a 100% contribution rate implies
a high level of faith in the college. This
tangible evidence of the faith of alumni
in their school is a major asset to the
president in his search for outside con¬
tributors.
A subcommittee of the Board of
Trustees, the Trustee Budget Commit¬
tee (TBC), was developed to serve this
purpose. “The Trustee Budget Com¬
mittee works with the president to . . .
meet the demand of all aspects of the col¬
lege . . . from year to year.
The Board has a meeting scheduled
with president Harward on Friday the
26th. Carpenter noted that the issues to
be discussed remain somewhat diffuse;
the president’s new “Priorities Commit¬
tee” has yet to formulate clearly their
goals.
However, some of the issues that may
be discussed include 1) the construction
of a Student Center, 2) more dormitory
space, 3) the addition of faculty to some
departments, 4) increased opportunity
for recreational basketball play space, 5)
insuring future endowments, 6) the need
for a “classics” department, and 7) the
need for increased space for dining, and
perhaps more leisurely dining.
It is quite likely that this upcoming
meeting will bring some changes to the
Bates community.
Bates will have to
wait to see what exactly these changes
are.

in the first Circuit of Federal Appeals,
Coffin remembers Bates fondly, appre¬
ciating both the personal and academic
rewards of his Bates experience. “I met
my future wife while there (Ruth Coffin,
class of 1942), we enjoyed two wonderful
years there before I graduated.”
At Bates, Coffin was a member of the
track and cross country team, worked
with the debate team, and participated
in dramatics. Regarding the long term
benefits of his Bates education, Coffin
thinks that “the key thing Bates College
has always given me is a broad base of
various skills in the liberal arts . . . (as
well as) a sense of values that was im¬
parted to us by our professors, the rich¬
ness of various departments, and a sense
of civic responsibility”.
Grateful for his four years at Bates,
Coffin serves the college now as a trustee
on three committees: the Honorary De¬
gree Committee, the Board Personnel
Curriculum
Committee,
and
the
Muskie Archives Committee.

Robert George Wade

Frank Coffin ’40
ucation at Harvard Law and Business
schools. Today, as a U.S. Circuit Judge

The second generation of his family to
attend Bates, Robert George Wade
graduated in the class of 1950. He ma¬
jored in History and Government aL
Bates. Today he works in Investment
Management. He is a member of the
Finance and Investment Management
Committee as a trustee.
At Bates, Wade was a member of the
Student Council, and in his junior and
senior years he ran the intermural pro¬
gram. The Bates education, he com¬
mented, “was first rate then, and is even
better now.” “I’ve always thought that
a good liberal arts education is good
preparation for whatever follows,”

Harward Outlines
Role of the Trustees
by Bob Cole and Dan Cantor
On January 25, 1990, President Donald
Harward will conduct the bi-annual
meeting of the Board of Trustees.
1 o inform newly elected members of
the guidelines of Bates’ governing
board, the President has composed a two
page packet outlining trustee functions
and selection processes.
The board, consisting of forty members
and the President, is divided into two
separate bodies. The members of the
first, the board ol fellows, serve life
terms, with a mandatory retirement age
of seventy.

“The trustees are specifi¬
cally charged with the se¬
lection of a president,
whom they hold responsi¬
ble for administering the
affairs of the college.” —
President Harward

ing board approval, become members of
the board of overseers.
From the board at large, committees are
established to investigate and meet the
needs of the Bates community. President
Harward explains committee formation
as follows: “In consultation with the
President, the Chair of the Board of Fel¬
lows and the Chair of the Board of Over¬
seers match Trustee interest and exper¬
tise with the needs of committees in
making committee assignments.”
These committees have varying pur¬
poses which include endowment expan¬
sion to stabilize tuition and admission
policies.

According to President Harward, “The
trustees are specifically charged with the
selection of a president, whom they hold
responsible for administering the affairs
of the college.” Since the Trustees are
involved with the daily functioning of
the college, they rely on updates and
briefings from the President.

The remaining twenty five members
form the Board of Overseers.
Each
member serves a term of five years.
Four new members are nominated
yearly by the Executive Committee of
the Alumni Association.

One of the primary concerns of the
board is its fiduciary duties. Being a
non-profit corporation, it is .essential
that Bates’ maintains a stable endow¬
ment which will meet the cost of opera¬
tion. These costs include personnel, fi¬
nancial aid. and other services.

Profiles of the four nominated candi¬
dates are published in the winter issue of
the Bates magazine. Through an elec¬
tion process two are chosen and, follow¬

Because of the vital importance of the
role that the Board of Trustees play, this
weeks meeting will be of great impor¬
tance to the Bates’ community.

Wade remarked. Wade cites an empha¬
sis on public speaking he got at Bates as
especially helpful to his career today.

many years, where he is now a Professor
of Environmental Science and the Vice
President of Student Affairs.

Earnest Ern '55
Robert Wade '50
Wade advises Bates students to take ad¬
vantage of the Bates academic curricu¬
lum, for, as he says, “it is the time of
your life when you get to be the most
curious.”

Ernest Henry Ern
When Ernest Henry Ern visits Bates
for Trustee meetings, he “continues to
be impressed with the beauty of the
grounds and the awesome character of
the student body.”
A Geology major at Bates, Ern and
his wife were graduates of the class of
1955. With an M.A. and a Ph.D. from
Lehigh University, Ern has taught Geol¬
ogy at the University of Virginia for

At Bates, Ern was President of the
Student Council as a senior, and played
on the football and baseball teams. De¬
scribing the education he received at
Bates with enthusiasm, Ern emphasizes
the quality of instruction at Bates. “We
were extraordinarily well trained by the
faculty,” he says, “Bates offered a com¬
mitment to teaching, bolstered by the
amount of research the faculty do.”
To students today, Ern recommends a
mixture of academic concentration with
extracurricular activities: “become in¬
volved with as many opportunities as
possible without overextending from the
academic arena.”
Most recently, Ern has worked as a
trustee on the Presidential Search Com¬
mittee □
_
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Trustees Oversee Bates
by Gary Lombardo
The back of the Bates 1989-1990 cata¬
logue contains a section called ‘‘The
Trustees.1’ Most Bates students do not
know what the trustees are since an ex¬
planation is not given in the catalogue.
So, the question remains exactly who or
what are the trustees?
Every college and university has a
Board of Trustees including Bates. Ac¬
cording to Dean Branham, “The Board
of Trustees is the entity that makes up
the corporation that is Bates College.”
The Board is essentially the 'governing
system of Bates College. They oversee
the government system.
Various committees make up the
Board. The thirteen committees include
the committees on the Constitution of
Committees, -Grounds and Buildings,
Curriculum and Personnel of the Fac¬
ulty, Honorary Degrees, Board Person- .
nel, Conference with the Faculty, Ad¬
missions, Health Center and Medical
Services, Conference with the Students,
Morse Mountain Conservation Area,
College Funding, and the Budget.

These committees of the Board meet
twice a year, once in January and once
over commencement weekend. The Ex¬
ecutive Committee meets more fre¬
quently than twice a year, an example
which is usually followed by the other
committees.
The Board of Trustees is divided into
the Board of Fellows and the Board of
Overseers. The Board of Fellows is
made up of fifteen members who choose
the Secretary for the corporation, fill va¬
cancies on the Board and declare vacan¬
cies.
The Board of Overseers has twenty-five
members. At each meeting of the Over¬
seers, five overseers are elected for a
term of five years. Of the five selected,
two are nominated from the Alumni As- ,
sociation of Bates.
The Board of Trustees is the govern¬
ment of Bates that sets admission stan¬
dards, financial costs, and other rules
and regulations of Bates College. The
Board of Trustees affects each and every
Bates student, as well as the faculty, in
a direct manner which we should all be
aware of. D

Students Get New
Options For Travel
By Michael Lieber
Since mid-December many students
have taken advantage of a new limou¬
sine service that provides travel between
Bates, Sugarloaf, and the Portland Jetport. Mountain Express offered service
from the airport to the skiing areas for
several years, but only recently did it be¬
gin making stops on campus.
The fifteen-seat shuttle vans arrive at
the college from Portland three times
daily and depart for the Jetport three
times as well. Students who used the ser¬
vice to catch planes during Christmas
break experienced no problems with the
new shuttle. According to Mary Lou
Cram of Campus Travel the service has
been: fine because “we usually hear
when something is wrong, and we have
not heard anything yet.”
SHe did point out one problem regard¬
ing Reservations. Apparently, at least two
students have reserved seats on the,van,
and cancelled tod late to receive a re¬
fund. The problem was that Campus
Travel had purchased the tickets and
held them for the students.
VRhen the students cancelled, they
failed to pay the travel agency thus leav¬
ing the agency to pay the bill. Cram says
that; students will no longer have that lat¬
itude because if they have not paid be¬
fore the deadline, Campus Travel will
no\V either cancel the ticket or confirm
thej travel with the student and demand
payment.
Mountain Express originally planned
to (charge thirty to forty dollars each
1

way, but Campus Travel negotiated a
price of fourteen dollars with the com¬
pany (although as of last week the price
climbed to fifteen dollars). For more in¬
formation ’on the schedule and price of
the shuttle, students can contact Cam¬
pus T ravel in Chase Hall.
However, students now have more
then one new transportation option. The
Bus, Lewiston-Auburn’s transit system,
continues to grow to serve the needs of
the community and the college. Re¬
cently kiosks displaying the routes of the
bus system have been placed around the
campus; in fact, these signs have started
appearing throughout the L-A area.
A grant from the U. S. Department
of Transportation’s Urban Mass Trans¬
portation Administration, with match¬
ing funds from the Maine Department
of Transportation and the Lewiston-Auburn Transit Committee, enabled this
growth to occur.
Dick Metivier, chairman of the
Transit Committee, described the proj¬
ect as “a means of providing new and
much needed visibility to public trans¬
portation in our community. By simply
providing ready access to information
on where the bus stops, when it comes,
and how much it costs to board, this ef¬
fort should greatly increase the level of
public information about transit.”
Students can now board a bus and be
taken to shopping centers, banking
areas, libraries and other locations in the
twin-cities. With the new shuttle service
and the improved bus system, Bates stu¬
dents have more options when they lack
their own means of transportation. □

Goldstein Fund
GOLDSTEIN, FROM PAGE 3
immediately responded to the tragedy
b.y establishing counseling support
through
the
Health
Center
and
the Chaplain’s Office.
During the last few weeks of the fall se¬
mester a number of programs occurred
to help the community understand and
cope with the subject of suicide. These
events included a program focusing on
“Grief and Loss, ” the establishment of
a Suicide fjupport Group, individual

and group counseling sessions, and mul¬
ti-airings on Bates College Television
(BCTV) of a panel discussion on Sui¬
cide, Grief, and Loss. The panel con¬
sisted of College Chaplain Richard
Crocker, Director of the Health Center
Chris Tisdale, and Psychological Coun¬
selor Tom Johnson.
The Bates College Development Office
continues to accept contributions to the
Goldstein memorial fund.
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Perspective Trustees
Selection Process
by Andrew Abrabam
The trustees play a pivotal role in many
important aspects in Bates life. They
have been described as the corporation
which constitutes Bates College. Few
people, however, know exactly how this
group of people is chosen.
Every year, there is a need for new
trustees. The number is usually around
five or six, but the number of vacancies
depend on how many trustees are about
to retire. Regardless of the number of
vacancies, however, two alumni will al-

ways resume a trustee position.
Each year, the Executive Committee ol
the Alumni Association nominates four
alumni to run for the alumni appoint¬
ments. These names arc sent to the
whole alumni body and then the two top
vote getters are placed as alumni nomi¬
nees before the Trustee Committee On
Board Personnel. The Personnel Com¬
mittee has the power to refuse nominees,
but this hardly ever happens.
In addition to the two alumni trustees,
the Personnel Board chooses trustees
from all over the nation. These people
arc not necessarily Bates alumni.□

January Freshman
Try To Assimilate
by Kristen Pierce
With the arrival ol January freshman,
students returning from Japan and other
semester abroad programs, and transfer
students, many new faces have recently
appeared on campus.
In order to keep Bates’ enrollment con¬
stant, Bates invites some of the students
that the Admissions Department origi¬
nally waitlisted to start their studies here
in January. These students fill spaces left
by students not returning for the second
semester: students taking leaves of ab¬
sence, students leaving for disciplinary
reasons, and students going abroad for
a semester.
Making the adjustment to Bates can
present difficulties, especially for stu¬
dents first arriving on campus in Janu¬
ary. In order to help alleviate this prob¬
lem, Bates has begun an orientation pro¬
gram for January freshman, transfer
students, and freshman who spent their
first semester in Japan.
Students entering Bates in January had

the option of coming to campus the Fri¬
day before classes started to participate
in a two day skiing trip organized by the
Outing Club. Those students who did
not want to go on the trip came to cam¬
pus on Saturday for a short orientation
program, similar to the one held in Sep¬
tember.
Even with the attempts that Bates
makes to ease the transition for January
freshman and transfer students, the
transition has its difficulties. Bates stu¬
dents treat transfer students the same
way that they treat freshman because of
the recent appearance of these students
on campus.
In addition, students who enter in Janu¬
ary often find it more difficult to become
a part of the Bates community, because
other students have established friend¬
ships, know their roommates, and know;
what to expect from Bates professors.
One former January freshman said that
she wished that Bates did not admit
freshman in January/even though she
would not have gained admission here
otherwise. Ej

STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR
FOR ONE OR TWO TERMS IN

OXFORD
Several colleges of Oxford University have invited The
Washington International Studies Council to recommend
qualified students to study for one year ot for one or two
terms. Lower Junior status is required, and graduate study
is available. Students sre directly enrolled in their colleges
and receive transcripts from their Oxford college: this is NOT
a program conducted by a U.S. College in Oxford. 3.2
minimum index in major required.
An alternative program which is sponsored by a U.S.
University is available for students with minimum indexes of
2.7. Students will have social and athletic rights in an Oxford
college and the fees are substantially less.

INTERN IN WASHINGTON, LONDON
WISC offers summer internships with Congress, with the
White House, with the media and with think tanks.
Government and Journalism courses are taught by seniorlevel government officials, who are also scholars, and by
experienced Journalists. Similar opportunities in public
policy internships are offered (with academic credit) in
London (Fall, Spring and Summer).

WSSC
EO/ AA

The Washington
International Studies Council

214 Massachusetts Ave., N.E.
Suite 450
Washington, D.C. 20002
(202) 547-3275
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Support One Another
This weekend the Bates Bubble burst. Two rapes on our campus in the
early hours of Sunday morning brought the reality of sexual assault and
violence to the forefront of our community. General opinion acknowledges
the existence, if not pervasiveness, of acquaintance rape at Bates. Even
though Sunday’s incidents have not been identified specifically as acquaint¬
ance or stranger rapes, rape still remains rape.
Unlike many other sexual assaults or rapes at Bates in the past, the surviv¬
ors of Sunday’s incidents have come forward to the administration and re¬
ported being raped.
The question that many people here have recently asked concerns our abil¬
ity to change our society, eradicate sexual assault and begin to find an an¬
swer through the creation and maintenance of a community that supports
survivors and punishes perpetrators.
A true community protects its members. We must all begin to develop the
habits of caring and protection, in order to make them a way of life at Bates.
We must continue to walk friends home at night and intervene in a sexual
assault situation at a party. We must establish a student escort service that
will exist not only this weekend, and next month, but also next semester
and two years from now.
We must begin the habit of understanding that “No” does mean “No” in
all cases and stopping sexual pressure at that point. We must also begin
saying “No” only when we truly mean “No.” We must begin to question a
stranger’s presence in the dorm, to report suspicious incidents, and to re¬
main cautious and avoid dangerous situations.
We not only should establish all of the logistical supports possible to prevent
more incidents, but also try to understand the situation of the rape survivor.
We must make reporting a rape, stranger or acquaintance, expected. We
must give our full long term support to the survivors of sexual assault and
rape who live within our community. We hope that the atmosphere of genu¬
ine caring, concern, and support that has emerged from this community will
continue and will foster an environment in which in the future other surviv¬
ors will come forth and not only warn the community, but also seek the
medical and psychological support they need.
As individuals and a community we must not allow the passage of weeks
and the rise of academic stress to sweep aside the sense of outrage, aware¬
ness, and community that has developed this week. Let us not swing the
soapy wand of time and recreate the bubble.
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Laroche, Mike Lieber, Jessica Timmons, Derek Tucker
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Letters to the Editor
Mother Responds to Rider
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to a column
in the Forum section of The Student, No¬
vember 3, 1989.
Dear Johnny Can’t Read Rider:
Read my lips. This is not “hate”
mail. This is “wake up and smell the
coffee” mail. Regarding your com¬
plaints and conclusions about course of¬
ferings which increase the study of race,
gender, etc., in our culture, it sounds to
me like you were having a temper tan¬
trum over being expected to broaden
your views while in college at Bates. Per¬
haps you had thought you’d be safe from
such exposure since you had chosen a
known “rightist” college.
Your perception of “our culture” is
interesting, yet sad. Evidently, you be¬
lieve our culture is limited to the contri¬
butions of white, western, male, middle
and upper economic class persons. It is
not that anyone is trying to “rewrite
history,” as you propose is happening.

It is merely that everyone is expected to
open a few more books, to reread and
rethink history. You will be expected to
stop discounting large portions of history
and literature.
To carry this concept through to a
practical approach (which you will be
forced to do when you finish college, if
not sooner), the United States can no
longer afford to discount the contribu¬
tions of much more than half of its popu¬
lation—women and people of color.
Competition and survival in the interna¬
tional marketplace (to say nothing of the
survival of our planet!) will necessitate
making full use of everyone’s contribu¬
tions—cultural and economic.
I would ask you, Johnny (Todd)
Rider,
what are you feeling so
threatened about? I hope you are listen¬
ing, President Harward.
Diane M. Ballentine (is a nouveau-trad,
feminist mother of a Bates student.)

Bookstore Prices Questioned
To the Editor:
Last week I went through an experi¬
ence which every other Bates student
does at the beginning of each semester—
purchasing supplies and textbooks at the
college bookstore. However, unlike
most other students, I took an unusual
interest in examining my receipt.
While 1 am by no means as wealthy
as Donald Trump, I am not on financial
aid, and have a fair amount of money to
spend. This does not mean that I do not
keep an eye on what I spend, however.
My bill for my books and supplies
came to $290.21. I handed the cashier
three $100 bills, took my change, and
went back to my room.
I do not know if the bookstore is oper¬
ated on a not-for-profit basis or not. If it
isn’t, it should be, given the fact that we
students must pay over $19,000 per year
to be here. If it is, I have a few ques¬
tions.
One of my books was $52/50, plus
tax. Why? I realize that college text¬

books are low in demand, but I have dif¬
ficulty believing a book can sell for, and
actually be worth, so much.
Another one of my books was printed
and published in London and was pre¬
priced £5.95 (English pounds). Yet there
was a price tag on the book which read
$18.95. Assuming two dollars are worth
one pound (probably an overly optimis¬
tic exchange rate), the store has quite a
large profit margin. Perhaps I should
drop out of Bates, and open my own col¬
lege bookstore—with profits like that, I
could earn more than most doctors, law¬
yers and athletes.
I do not mean to criticize the book¬
store—it performs a necessary function,
and generally performs it well. How¬
ever, I wonder if it is taking advantage
of its customers, and exploiting its obvi¬
ous monopoly to the fullest possible ex¬
tent.
Sincerely,
Brendan J. Gillis ’91

BCTV Faces Labor Shortage
To the Editor:
BCTV is a rapidly growing organiza¬
tion that carries an increasing amount of
informative and entertaining program¬
ming. We are writing to announce a
rough outline for the shows that will be
broadcast during the semester and to ask
for your support.
Video is a difficult medium to pro¬
duce on a weekly basis and, to a great
extent, BCTV is currently limited in the
number of shows we can sustain because
of a labor shortage. Perhaps students
fear that BCTV requires a large time
commitment, something all of us loath
to give. This is not the case. Any
amount of time that you are willing to
spend working in BCTV would be of
immediate help.
It would be immensely beneficial to
the station and more enjoyable to all in¬
volved if a large number of people were
interested in dedicating a small amount
of their time to dabbling in video pro¬
duction. A larger roster of people to

draw from would make it much easier to
deal with cancellations.
If you can only afford to operate a
camera once a month on one show, we
can use you! Your total time commit¬
ment would be something like one and a
half hours a month. Conversely, if you
have a brilliant idea for a “made for TV
movie”, you can spend the whole se¬
mester as a producer/director and put
hundreds of hours into it. The bottom
line is that you can become involved as
much or as little as you want.
Any contribution is not only welcome,
but very much needed. BCTV currently
needs writers, camera operators, editors, tech¬
nicians, news and sports correspondents, pro¬
ducers, and directors. No previous experi¬
ence is necessary. Most of we “experts”
didn’t know anything when we joined
the club.
A great number of programs are
scheduled for the remainder of the year.
There will be live broadcasts of both

■ SEE BCTV, PAGE
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Politics and Art: Where Should the Money Go?
Fear of government censorship was the
story within the artistic community in
1989. Taxpayer backlash against ex¬
hibits of homoerotic and “anti-Christi¬
an” art sponsored by the National En¬
dowment of the Arts led to passage of the
Helms’ Amendment.
This law forbade the NEA from allot¬
ting government funds for art that
“denigrates, debases, or reviles” any re-

Lyle Cutchin
ligion, race, handicap or whole other
laundry list of selected groups. While
this amendment touched off impas¬
sioned debate over censorship, no one
seemed to be probing the more funda¬
mental question, wouldn’t we all be bet¬
ter off if the government stopped subsid¬
izing art?
By definition the NEA grants must fa¬
vor some artists and their works over
others. In last year’s case, Jesse Helms
and a majority of congressmen man¬

dated that “conventional” art be fa¬
vored over the avant garde. In the past,
NEA directors have made the decision
to promote modern and unconventional
works over more traditional forms. Such
biases are inevitable and do not consti¬

The concept of subsidized art is also
flawed through its elitist emphasis.
Every taxpayer kicks in 68 cents a year
to the NEA, but the average Joe never
gets to see the results. This is because
the NEA plows most of its resources into

The concept of subsidized art is also flawed through its
elitist emphasis. Every taxpayer kicks in 68 cents a year
to the NEA, but the average Joe never gets to see the
results. This is because the NEA plows most of its re¬
sources into live performances and original works.
There is nothing inherently wrong with this except they
are the most expensive and the least accessible forms of
art.
tute censorship per se, but they do in¬
hibit artistic freedom by not so subtly
coercing artists to toe the prevailing
“party line”. Like speech and religion,
art can only flourish when its expression
and thought are free from governmental
interference.

live performances and original works.
There is nothing inherently wrong with
this except they are the most expensive
and the least accessible forms of art. For
example, an endowment for the per¬
formance of an opera in San Francisco
will cost more to produce and will be

viewed by fewer people than say the sub¬
sidization of a videotape.
The subsidies are also notorious for
imposing elite notions of art upon an un¬
appreciative public. A large segment of
such grants go to unpopular works such
as Richard Serro’s Tilted Arc, or Andre
Serrano’s crucifix submerged in urine.
Whatever the merits of these works, it
seems unreasonable to finance them
with tax revenue.
Believe it or not, the arts will thrive
without the NEA. Americans will spend
billions on movies, music recordings,
coffee table books, paintings, concerts,
and museum visits. Painters will con¬
tinue to paint while actors and musicians
will still perform. The people may not
indulge in the types of art that Congress
and the NEA want to push, but so what?
As libertarian thinker Virginia Postrel
noted “It is not true, as is often assumed
in American politics, that everything
good - and everything permitted - must
be subsidized. ”□
Lyle Cutchin is a columnist for The Student

Welcome to Maine, and our Roadsigns
It occurred to me as I was driving
back to this utopia we call college, that
Maine has to have some of the dumbest
road signs ever invented. (We won’t
even talk about their motto: “Maine,
the Way Life Should Be.”) I refer, of
course, to those infamous blue signs that
dot Maine’s scenic turnpike; anyone
who has ever approached Bates bv car

Tina Gibson
must have noticed them. They offer
helpful bits of advice on driving. Let’s
examine a few of these:
One sign commands, for example,
“Do Not Straddle Lanes”. Damn, and I
was having so much fun doing that, too.
Doesn’t this sign seem a little obvious?
“Well, lookee here, Erma. You were
right: I can’t be in the middle of the road
after all. I just thank God for that siern.”

For the kid in
each of us,
and for
each
of us
who has
been a
kid...

People don’t straddle lanes, because it
goes against their nature.
I mean, drivers are divided into two
categories: the left-laners and the rightlaners. Left-laners are those of us who
think that ‘surprise!’ driving is meant to
get someone somewhere. Right-laners

seems logical, because we all know that
the road can seem hypnotic. However,
it seems to me that of the Americans I
know, no one is never not tired. It is un¬
patriotic to be fully rested.
Think about it: when was the last time
you remember not being wiped out?

The sign says “Falling Rock”. Hmmmm. Is this op¬
posed to “Rock at Rest”? And if rock is falling, why is
the road open in the first place? . . . And how many
rocks does it take before a sign is put up? Now there’s
an interesting question.
are those who take out the ’57 Pontiac
once a month so that mold doesn’t get to
thick under it in the garage. No one
wants to drive in the middle of the road,
besides being slightly dangerous, it goes
against basic driver stereotypes.
Another sign reads, “Avoid Driving
While Tired.” Now on the surface this

Calvin

and

Were you still wearing Underoos and
idolizing Scooby Doo? In today’s soci¬
ety, if we avoided driving while tired, no
one would get anywhere by car (and
we’d probably be so tired from walking
or biking to and from places that move¬
ment would cease altogether). Try
again, guys.

Which brings me to my last sign,
which is not the fault of Maine but is
rather common to my home state, Penn¬
sylvania. The sign says “Falling Rock”.
Hmmmm. Is this opposed to “Rock at
Rest”? And if rock is falling, why is the
road open in the first place? Is this sup¬
posed to instruct me that if I see a falling
rock, to swerve and miss it? Thanks
heaps, I would have never thought of
that on my own. And how many rocks
does it take before a sign is put up? Now
there’s an interesting question.
Not all signs are useless of course. The
best sign I’ve even seen was this Christ¬
mas. Someone had taken one of those
yellow signs with a picture of a deer
leaping and had painted a red nose on
its face, so it looked just like Rudolph.
Now that was a useful sign.D
Tina Gibson is a columnist for The Student.

Hobbes

Calvin and
Hobbes shows
that kids will be
kids, and
so can
the rest
of us.
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PRINCIPAL
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Spring Break: You Can H
Get There From Here
In many ways retuning to Bates two
weeks ago was a relief. Although it
meant leaving slightly warmer climates
and a location where the sun does not set
at two in the afternoon, coming back to
the artic circle was certainly pleasant. It
was not until I was back on the banks of
the puddle that I realized how short¬
lived my stint in vacationland would be
I did not think this was the way life
should be. I arrived on the fourteenth of
January, and I just bought my plane
tickets home. I am flying out of Portland
on February sixteenth. It doesn’t take a
genius to Figure out that I will have spent
little more than a month here before the
college tells me to go home again.
Spring Break has always been a popular

Mike Lieber
subject in Hollywood and basically in
American culture for several decades.
From Where the Boys Are to the GolanGlobus trash movies with Palm Springs
and Ft. Lauderdale settings, the idea of
masses of college students from the
snowy north inundating, sunnier realms
can be seen so often in films because it
is such a good idea.
I can imagine the scene when a handful
of Batesies invade Florida about three
weeks too early. Some white haired
mom-and-pop store proprietor is going
to say, “What the hell are you doing
here now, Spring Break isn’t for another
three weeks.’’ That’s when the Bates
student will attempt to explain our crazy
schedule.
I am not sure if crazy is the right word.
Stupid might be a more appropriate
word. Why is it that the Curriculum and
Calendar Committee sees it to divide
our second semester so unevenly? We
will spend five weeks here, have a vaca¬
tion, and then we will return for seven
weeks. It would make sense to split the
semester in half and have the break a
week later, or if we are going to divide
the semester unevenly, why not make

the recess two weeks later or three weeks
later, so we won’t have to endure six
straight weeks of class and then be bur¬
dened with final exams when we come
back from “spring break. ”
I do praise the committee for at least not
calling it a spring break. They have the
guts to admit that Bates College lacks
what most other schools have. The mis¬
sion of our institution is not to mimic
other schools, not to measure up to their
standards but instead to set ourselves

I can imagine the scene
when a handful of Batesies
invade Florida about three
weeks too early. Some
white haired mom-and-pop
store proprietor is going to
say, “What the hell are
you doing here
now,
Spring Break isn’t for
another
three
weeks.”
That’s when the Bates stu¬
dent will attempt to ex¬
plain our crazy schedule.
apart; however, when our schedule
makes us less attractive to prospective
students and to those that are already
here, we are not being different—we are
just not being very good.
There are probably reasons for the
scheduling of this recess. Maybe Short
Term affects when our break is, or
maybe midterms are most effective after
five weeks of class so break is scheduled
following these. For those of us who do
not live in the Northeast, Winter Recess
is not only less than fun, it is also not
very profitable. We can choose to either
stay on campus—which certainly is no
spring break; we can search out sun or
snow — which isn’t much fun when we
are searching alone; or we can pay sev¬
eral hundred dollars to fly home and

Custis Questions
Holiday Invasion
A lot happened over Christmas Break,
and every morning I found myself sit¬
ting down to a bowl of cold cereal with
CNN on, eager to know how much our
world had changed overnight. The
Brandenburg Gate was opened, and the
champagne flowed. The Romanians re¬
volted against their own Count Dracula

Jon Custis
in the form of Nicolai Ceausescu. The
armed forces of the United States went
into Panama “ ... In the name of de¬
mocracy.”
Although it may have been uninten¬
tional, President Bush picked a good
time to retaliate against the threat to the
lives of American citizens; we went in at

the height of the Christmas season, and
had events in Eastern Europe to draw
the attention of others, to a great extent,
elsewhere.
The invasion of Panama, Operation
Just Cause, is further proof that things

A
lot
happened
over
Christmas Break and every
morning I found my¬
self . . . eager to know how
much
our
world
had
changed overnight.
aren’t always what they seem. Who
would have believed that we would ever
invade a country with American mili¬
tary bases, a country marked to become
the administrator of the Panama Canal.

■ SEE CUSTIS, PAGE 24

Sheldon’s

1

Hand crafted canvas tapestry &
leather
totes • briefcases • travel bags
backpacks • ski bags
All of our products are made on the
premises.
Choose from our inventory or let us
create one specially to meet your needs.
Old world quality at yesterday’s prices.
We also do all types of alterations to
clothing.
201 Main St., Lewiston
786-5625
Tues. - Fri. 9:30 - 5
Sat. 9:30 - 2

■ SEE VACATION, PAGE 24

BCTV

■ BCTV, FROM PAGE 7

men’s and women’s basketball home
games. “BCTV Weekly,” the station’s
news program will be switching to a bi¬
weekly time slot on Fridays and chang¬
ing it’s format to be more appealing.
“Last Nite: Almost Live,” the late
night comedy/talk show will run on a
two week production schedule. The live
show will be shot on location one week
and then edited to be broadcast the fol¬
lowing week. There is a strong possibil¬
ity of a game show running on the Fri¬
days that “BCTV Weekly” is off. In ad¬
dition, George Reese will be starting
work on a movie that he wrote.
It’s a busy time for us and there is tre¬
mendous potential for the semester.
However, it will be very difficult to ac¬
complish our goals with only our current
personnel to carry the load. If any of you
have ever considered getting involved in
BCTV or taking a look at the video pro¬
duction field, now is the time to do so.
Write to one of the people below or
drop in at a meeting or a show. We’d
love to meet you!
Write to:
Craig Patton (General Manager) Box
565
Greg Bendelius (Program Director) Box
76
Thank you,
the members of BCTV

These are
the people
who didn’t
come to the
Jordan Marsh
Info Session.

January 31, 7:00 p.m.
Rm. 105, Olin Arts Ctr.
Don’t follow in their footsteps! Instead, bring your
ambition and strong work ethic to the Jordan Marsh Info
Session and find out if you have what it takes to build a
terrific future in retailing.
At the Info Session, you’ll learn about The Jordan Marsh
Executive Training Program, a company-paid 12 week
program that highlights a combination of on-the-job
training and classroom seminars. Recognized as one of the
top three retailing training programs in the country, this
sessjon is just the beginning of the resources and support
available to you as a member of one of the most
prestigious names in retailing. And if you still wish to
further your education, you can take advantage of our
tuition reimbursement program.
So mark the date on your calendar, and make sure you
go to the JM Info Session!
JM Is an equal opportunity employer

Living the good life.

Iordan marsh
EST. 1851

MASSACHUSETTS ■ CONNECTICUT ■ RHODE ISLAND
NEW HAMPSHIRE ■ MAINE ■ NEW YORK
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FOCUS: DEATH PENALTY

Investigating the Death Penalty
Why I Oppose the
Death Penalty

Why I Support
the Death Penalty
By Keith Lamirande

by Lindsey J. Goodwin
Most of us are familiar with the Stuart
murder case of Boston last October. A
suburban couple, Charles and Carol
Stuart, were robbed and shot in the city
on the way home from their prenatal
clinic. The wife, then seven months
pregnant, was killed, the husband
placed in intensive care from a shot in
the abdomen. The details are gruesome,
the story tragic. The nation responded
with understandable anger.
Many called for the death penalty to
be reinstated in Massachusetts. The sus¬
pect was reported as a young black male
of the inner city and police stopped and
searched hundreds in Mission Hill, fi¬
nally coming up with William Bennett
as a suspect. Three months later,
Charles Stuart committed suicide when
his guilt was to be reported to the police.
It is a case such as the Stuart’s that
forces us to question the death penalty.
No one has the right to take another’s
life. It violates fundamental human mo¬
rality no matter if the assailant is a
young black former convict, a wealthy
white suburbanite, or the entire judicial
system of the United States.

Lindsey Goodwin
Not only is capital punishment im¬
moral; it is also inefficient, ineffective,
and arbitrary. The cost of a state execu¬
tion is $1.8 million, three times the cost
of life long imprisonment. This inflated
cost is due to court appeals, a necessary
right granted to all convicts who face the
death penalty.
The death penalty is
proven to be ineffective as a means of
deterring crimes. Most violent crimes
are committed in a state of irrational
passion and without considerations of
anticipated punishment. Indeed, mur¬
der rates in states which have abolished
the death penalty average 4.9 murders
per 100,000 people, whereas states
which enforce the death penalty average
7.4 murders per 100,000.
While statistics prove the death
penalty doesn’t deter violence, there is
considerable debate about weather capi¬
tal punishment actually encourages vio¬
lent behavior. One has to wonder how
children will react to violence when they
live in a society where “Roast in Peace”
T-shirts are sold in honor of executions.

The death penalty is an attempt to
deal with violence by perpetuating it
rather than looking to its causes. As
James Alan Fox points out, “We may
be the only Western society that has not
abolished capital punishment, but then
we are also the only society to be plagued
by serial killers.”
1 he death penalty is arbitrary in that
it is not consistently applied with regard
to the actual crime, but rather with re¬
gard to the race, social background, and
financial status of the defendant and vic¬
tim. Of 2,200 persons on America’s
death rows, not one who is black is there
for killing a black.
A study by Northwestern University
in the late 70’s showed that in Florida,
blacks convicted of killing whites were
live times more likely to receive a death
sentence than whiles convicted of killing
whites. Those in Texas were six times
more likely to receive the death penalty.

No one has the right to take
another’s life. It violates
fundamental
human
morality no matter if the
assailant is a young black
former convict, a wealthy
white suburbanite, or the
entire judicial system of
the United States.
Not
only
is
capital
punishment immoral; it is
also
inefficient,
ineffective, and arbitrary
Since 1900, 23 people have
been executed who were
later proven innocent
The death penalty is not a political is¬
sue, it is a human rights issue. It is not
the government’s place to dictate who
should live and who should die. Since
1900, 23 people have been executed who
were later proven innocent. We can oniy
be thankful that William Bennett won’t
become part of the statistic. □
Lindsey J. Goodwin is a member of the Bates
Chapter of Amnesty International ###

Many arguments have been popping
up in regards to what purpose the death
penalty serves, and what purpose it
should be serving. Among the reasons
that have been given as to why the death
penalty exists are to prevent a murderer
from killing again, or as a deterrent to
prevent one from killing in the first
place.
Sentencing a person to death certainly
does prevent that person from killing
again, but I do not see this as the underlying principle of capital punishment.
And while I believe it serves as an ade¬
quate deterrent in many cases, the aver¬
age premeditated killer probably does
not see much difference between death
and life imprisonment (except that the
latter often allows for getting out of
prison is some way).
Both the death penalty and life impris¬
onment exist for one reason: society has
deemed that the only proper retribution
for the taking of another’s life in a crimi¬
nal fashion is the forfeiture of the killer’s
life—either by spending the rest of that
life confined to a prison or by death.
This view exists because this penalty is
the only one that adequately pays for the
life of the victim.

Keith Lamirande
It seems that since we are given a
choice between that two, we have to con¬
sider why one would be more appropri¬
ate than the other. I firmly believe that
in many cases where the death penalty is
called for, a sentence of life imprison¬
ment is not an acceptable substitute.
I hold this view because it is question¬
able as to whether the murderer deserves
to have any rights given him or her
whatsoever once he or she has been tried
and convicted of murder. I do not be¬
lieve that a convicted murderer does have
any rights which should be allowed to
him or her.
The basic principle of human rights is
the recognition of each individual’s
rights and respect for those rights. For
this reason, it is improper to take from
another individual what is his or hers,
or to deprive an individual of the rights
guaranteed to that individual. But rights
are not a permanent guarantee against
punishment for infringing upon others
rights.
When a person takes advantage of an¬

History of The Death Penalty in the
by Richard Samuelson
Crimes meriting capital punishment in
the territories that now make up the
United States have included treason,
rape, robbery, horse-theft, and murder.
Over time, the premeditated murder has
become the only crime rewarded with
execution—and only in some states.
Parts of the movement to reform the
death penalty’s usage dates as far back
as William Penn’s Pennsylvania. Re¬
form continued with the termination of
public executions starting in the 1800’s.
The last public execution in the United
States occurred in 1936 in Owensboro,
Kentucky (with an audience of 20,000).
Other reforms include *he transition

from mandatory to discretionary sen¬
tences of capital punishment for some

The first state to abolish
the death penalty in all
cases was Wisconsin in
1853.
crimes, and the adoption of all execu¬
tions conducted by state, not local, au¬
thorities. Both of these changes occurred
during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
The current abolition movement can be
traced to the first half of the nineteenth
century, including the formation of the
‘American Society for the Abolition of
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other’s, or worse yet, deprives another
of his or her rights, they are to be held
accountable for their actions. This is the
basis for imprisonment and for capital
punishment.
The “eye for an eye, tooth for a
tooth” theory of punishment has existed
in society for a long time, and it seems
to be the one that treats both the victim
and the perpetrator fairly. Of course, in
modern society the need for rehabilita¬
tion goes hand-in-hand with the need for
retribution, and it is a worthwhile thing
to have this educational process while
prisoners pay for their actions.

I hold this view because it
is
questionable
as
to
weather the murderer de¬
serves to have any rights
given him or her whatso¬
ever once he or she has
been tried and convicted of
murder. I do not believe
that a convicted murderer
does have any rights which
should be allowed to him or
her.
For this reason, mentally retarded or
incapacitated individuals should be ex¬
empt from the death penalty. But those
who have made a conscious, premed¬
itated decision to kill and knew what the
punishment for their actions would be,
should face the punishment once they
have been found guilty of the crime.
As for life imprisonment as opposed
to the death penalty, it only serves to put
the burden of someone’s criminal ac¬
tions on society and not on the individ¬
ual himself. In many cases where a vio¬
lent homicide has taken place, it would
be inappropriate to have any other form
of retribution.
Life imprisonment would place no
worth on the life and the rights of the
victim, and would wrongfully place
worth on the life and the rights of the
murderer. It would also allow for the
murderer to get away with less account¬
ability than he or she should. In both in¬
stances, innocent members of society are
the ones paying for the crime, not the
criminal. □
Keith Lamirande is President of the Bates Col¬
lege Republicans

United States

Capital Punishment’ in 1845. Over the
last century and a half, the movement to
abolish execution has gained strength.
The first state to abolish the death
penalty in all cases was Wisconsin in
1853. Other states abolished it after that
(including Maine which abolished in
1887), and by 1972 16 states had no cap¬
ital crimes.
In 1972, the Supreme Court ruled that
capital punishment was utilized arbi¬
trarily and was therefore unconstitu¬
tional. Several states then proceeded to
pass laws that assigned mandatory capi¬
tal punishment to certain crimes such as
hijacking, armed robbery, and murder.
In 1976, the court ruled that sentencing
murderers to death passed the test of the

eighth amendment and is not “cruel and
unusual punishment. ” However, at the
same time, the court lifted the manda¬
tory death sentences.
T oday, 14 states do not allow the death
penalty under any circumstances. In
those states that allow it, the methods of
execution vary, with electrocution and
lethal injection the most prevalent
means of administering the sentence.
Some states give the guilty party a
choice between two modes of execution.
Utah, for example, allows defendants to
choose between death by firing squad,
or death by lethal injection.
Onjanuary 17, 1977 Gary Gilmore was
executed by firing squad. The first use
of the death penalty in the United States
since 1967. □

FOCUS: DEATH PENALTY

Amnesty International Holds Forum
in Opposition to Death Penalty
by Julia Opler
Close to fifty people attended a forum
on the Death Penalty sponsored by the
Bates chapter of Amnesty International
Thursday evening. According to Ni¬
chole Bingham, Ampesty Coordinator,
originally the forum was meant to repre¬
sent both sides of this complex and
highly debated issue.
However, there were no respondents
who represented the pro-death penalty
perspective. Those who were present
would argue that their absence illus¬
trated the indefensibility of the pro-capi¬
tal punish stance. The panel was com¬
prised of four experts who were all
against capital punishment.
Raymond Gill, a representative of the
Maine Civil Liberties Union, (a sector
of the ACLU), started off the case
against the death penalty by reflecting
the views of the American Civil Libert¬
ies Union, specifically to protect and fur¬
ther every person’s basic constitutional
guarantees.
“Capital punishment. . . inherently vi¬
olates the constitutional'bari agaifist the
violation qf civil libertes,” he said, call¬
ing the “premeditation and ceremony”
of an execution “a’ brtital and brutaliz¬
ing institution.”
Gill listed a number of reasons, admit¬
tedly somewhat idealistic versus histor¬
ical and present day reality in the United
States. He stated that we, as Americans,
are “not the kind” of people, as individ¬
uals, as a group, and as a country, who
are so barbaric as to embrace such an
idea.
Gill put the United States in the Same
group as Iran, China,the Soviet Union,
and South Africa; saying that “with pol¬
itics like those nations, the United States
would not want to be in that company”
As a second reason, Gill pointed out that
it is “unavoidable that innocent people
will die.” Citing a Stanford Law Re¬
view study of 350 death penalty cases
since 1980, 22 were “close calls,” saved
within 72 hours of execution.
Thirdly, Gill said that the death penalty
has not been proven as a deterrent to
capital crimes. Capital crimes in the
United States include murder, treason,
kidnapping, and air piracy, and if Presi¬
dent Bush has his way, drug trafficking.
Proof of deterrence is essential to even
consider capital punnishment justifiable,
according to the ACLU; and the death
penalty can only be effective if it is con¬
sistently and promptly used.
Finally, Gill focused on the discrimina¬
tory sentencing of poor people and
people of color. Race has a great deal to
do with who gets the death penalty, ac¬
cording to Gill. Blacks who kill whites
are 11 % more likely to be executed than
those who kill blacks, The Mason-Dixon
Line seems to form a “line of adamance
regarding capital punishment.”
Gill cited a dramatic shift in the ideol¬
ogy of the Supreme Court from liberal
in the early seventies, to a prominently
conservative court now. He urges every¬
one to watch, and encourage the Racial
Justice Act, now in the Senate and in
Congress, which will “hopefully remedy
discriminatory practices of capital pun¬
ishment' usage. ”
Second to speak was Hal Bonner, a rep¬
resentative of Amnesty International,
based in the Bath/Brunswick area. In
1948, the UN passed the Universal De¬
cision on Human Rights. Article #3 of
that decision stated that,“everyone has
a right to life . . .” In 1970, the death
penalty “looked like it was on it’s way
out.” as since the 1930’s, the number of

executions had decreased.
In 1973, capital punishment laws were
voted to be “capricious, inconsistent,
and arbitrarily applied” and ruled un¬
constitutional. But by 1976, many states
had rewritten their laws and tailored
their statutes to agree with the court. Ex¬
ecutions resumed, and since then, the
numbers have been on the rise. Since
1976, their have been 104 executions,
including two teenagers, in the U.S.,

the world tide,” says Bonner. Since
World War II, at least on<; country per
year has abolished the death penalty in
law or in practice. 15 out of 22 Western
European countries ha re outlawed it for
peacetime crimes. In the USSR the
number of crimes for which death is a
punishment has been reduced from 18 to
six, excluding women, and men under
the age of 18 and over the age of 60.
Even in such countries as Syria, Libya,

and at present, there are more than 2200
people on death row.
Bonner alleges that there is an unfair
“hit or miss” process involved in sen¬
tencing, and that it has more to do with
race and wealth and the “whims of pro¬
secutors”, than with public policy.. Ac¬
cording to Bonner, the courts even ac¬
knowledge a racial problem, but the
changes must come from the legislative,
not the judicial side of the system.
Some of the problems in the judicial sys¬
tem include : “death-prone juries” - ju¬
ries from which anti-capital punishment
supporters have been weeded out; and,
plea bargains which guarantee convic¬
tions, and lower the amount of money
spent on the process. An example of this
was the 1982 Texas case ol Charles
Brooks. Convicted of the same crime, on
the same evidence, Brooks was exe¬
cuted, and his co-accused, who plea bar¬
gained, was sentenced to only 40 years.
Jurors never knew who had actually
pulled the trigger. Another problem in
the judicial system is that of court-ap¬
pointed attorneys. Money is a problem
for many of the accused. “Good counsel
doesn’t work for the poor,” contends
Bonner who declares that there is no
provision for the appeals beyond the
state, and into the federal court system.
People who are declared insane are not
candidates for execution, however, the
mentally handicapped are, as are people
under the age of 18, according to a re¬
cent Supreme Court decision 20 % of
the present prisoners on Death Row are
mentally deficient, or handicapped.
The United States is “working against

and South Africa do not execute pris¬
oners under the age of 18.
The third speaker was Rosalie Schonbauer, a clinical psychologist who
teaches at Columbia University. She of¬
fered a less political perspective to the
question, focusing instead on the sys¬
tems and families that produce adults,
especially adult criminals. “Not all who
have been abused turn into abusers, but
most who are abusers have been ab¬
used.” She cited a growth of acceptance
of dehumanizing attitudes and actions in
the United States as part of the problem.
“Society makes its own dregs . . .
people are treated like animals right up
until death.” Decidedly anti-capital
punishment, Sehonbauer said that the
deterrent of the penal system does not
keep people from crime, instead oppor¬
tunity does. Criticizing the “revenge
and retaliation” aspect of capital pun¬
ishment, Sehonbauer contends that
characteristics stay with us from infanthood, and that the socialization process
often breeds frustration and guilt that
can lead to impulse control.
Many crimes are crimes of passion, and
those arc not the premeditated type that
can be deterred through executions. Ag¬
gressive impulses are present in all of us,
but most are expressed in a civilized
manner. By making “murderers sub¬
human, we express our own aggression,
and gain “symbolic” revenge, and de¬
ceive ourselves.” We are not physically
involved in the execution, but, “killing
the murderer becomes a symbol of our
own aggression.”
Seeing others defensively, as “ less hu-

man” than we are, at the same time, we
deny and express our own aggressions.
Sehonbauer states that “when the state
engages in violence (killing), it is to say
that it’s kind of o.k., with a good
enough reason, i.e. crime. Increased de¬
humanization breeds increased violence,
and violence is contagious. Capital Pun¬
ishment maintains violence in this

country.”
The final speaker was Kathy Angeles of
the Maine Coalition to Abolish the
Death Penalty. Angeles moved to Maine
from Alabama, the Bible belt, and the
“death belt” according to her. There,
she worked with death row inmates and
their families. Angeles is particularly
concerned with the torture aspect of exe¬
cution, citing the case of John Evans,
who died in the electric chair, but only
after the switch was thrown three times
due to shorts.
Also, many southern states have a
“jury override” system in which the
judge in a trial may overrule the jury’s
decisions. Angeles also focused on the
environmental factors that lead to crime,
saying that most death row inmates were
victims of sexual abuse or physical
abuse.
Finally, the panel made the point that
one common argument for the death
penalty is the coast of maintaining a per¬
son in prison for the remainder of his
natural life. They argue that after the
entire court process, including the man¬
datory appeals in a death sentence, the
cost comes to an average of $1.8 million,
nearly twice what it costs to keep a per¬
son in prison for life.

For information on what you can do to
help change legislation and policies, get
in touch with the Bates chapter of Am¬
nesty International.
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Two Rapes Reported On

Sexual Assault Response Line
Students Helping Students
Totally Confidential
24 Hour A Day Coverage
If You Need To Talk, 795-3847

Assailent or Assailei
by Katherine Reisz

By Richard Samuelson

with

regard

to

better

lighting,

they

“have been working on that for a year,”
The Bates community pulled together
for a few hastily organized gatherings

but also noted that the process of im¬
proving will probably speed up now.

Monday evening after hearing of a rape

A sizable portion of the audience fa¬

the previous weekend. The night started

vored the establishment of a school-wide

at 7:15 p.m. with a forum hosted by the

escort service (in addition to the one pro¬

deans and attended by an overflowing
crowd

in

and just

outside of Chase

vided by campus security) to ensure that
no one has to walk alone.

Lounge.

The other suggestion that met with fa¬

The panel consisted of Dean of Students

vor among the students present involves

F. Celeste Branham, Assistant Deans of

the institution of a “whistle system”

Students James Reese and Stephen Saw¬

similar to that of Colby. In such a sys¬

yer, Director of Health Services Chris

tem students may carry a whistle to alert

Tisdale, and Coordinator of Student Ac¬

others in case of trouble. Both Branham

tivities Paul Rosenthal. Dean Branham

and students expressed the need to en¬

opened the evening with a brief state¬

sure that whistles are taken seriously,

ment containing what details she could

and not abused.

provide about the reported rape.

lot

cially report the rape to the College or

we

until

L

ing an unknown assailent(s) raped two

Wednesday when a second woman re¬

ca

female Bates students. As of Thursday

ported also being raped early Sunday

lie

afternoon the assailent(s) had not yet

morning.

ac

In the early hours of last Sunday morn¬

Lewiston

Police

Department

Dt

been determined as either acquaintances
or strangers according to Associate Dean
of Students Stephen Sawyer. In addition
he said that it was unknown if the man

Deans Forum Addresses
Issues of Security

community. 1'he woman did not offi¬

Came from within the Bates community
or had been visiting the college.
The administration received its first re¬
port soon after a woman reported being
attacked “in the vicinity or near Garcelon Field” to a “Resident Assistant,”
according to Dean of Students F. Celeste
Branham.
The woman, whose identity has not
been released, heard her name called by
a male voice as she walked near the ten¬
nis courts on Bardwell Street on her way-

“In my ten years here this
is only the second officially
reported rape. That is not
to say that rapes have not
occurred. It is my belief
that there are a significant
number of people on cam¬
pus who have been sub¬
jected to various forms of
sexual
abuse.”—Dean
Branham

home from a Chase Hall Committee

of the voice the assailent attacked her.
Sunday afternoon, with the permission

po
th:

A

ga
nt:
N<
pr

A

let
W
in;
ist
aft
ce
th<

Winter Carnival dance at Chase Hall.
When she walked over in the direction

po

all
The second reported rape occurred be¬
tween 12:30 a.m. and 1:30 a.m. on the
second floor of Chase Hall.

Officials

th.
S

pc

of the woman, the Administration issued

have not yet determined the exact loca¬

th:

a Security Alert warning to the Bates

tion of the rape, but at that time both

ye

Dean Branham responded to all three

She then opened the floor up to the stu¬

suggestions with interest. Branham told

dents and a smattering of faculty and

the audience that campus security in

staff in attendance. Branham noted that

general is currently being evaluated and

the deans would “try to respond to your

that a “security consultant was here in

concerns, (and) your questions.” A fe¬

December.

male student pierced the hush with a tale
about a male student who had been
asked about the location of the “girl’s”
dorm by a group of men in a car, and
had responded truthfully without hesita¬
tion.
The

speaker thought

that

the

man

should not have responded as he did be¬
cause of the threat that the men in the
car posed to the women in the dorm. A
different member of the audience noted

Branham noted that with
regard to better lighting,
they “have been working
on that for a year,” but
also noted that the process
of improving will probably
speed up now.

that the man may have feared for his
own safety. One attender said, only halfjokingly, that he should have pointed to¬
wards Milliken House.

In one embarrassing moment, Bran¬
ham proved unable to name the location

As the discussion continued a few sug

of more then 3 of the seven security call

gestions and questions popped up re¬

boxes on campus. Later, a student in¬

peatedly. Many students inquired about

quired about the absence of the phone

the safety of the campus and the role of

number for security and other important

the college security force. Dean Bran¬

numbers on the back of this year’s Stu¬

ham, who dominated the discussion, de¬

dent ID’s, to which Branham replied

scribed the Bates security force as “right

that the past practice will return shortly.

smack in the middle” when compared to

Many students at the forum made com¬

other schools in terms of size. She also

ments about the problem of rape, and

noted that the force is currently “pressed

other harassments. There seemed to be

to the limit” because two spots are va¬

a sense that more than one person had

cant.

been violated, as no one can feel as safe

Many students made suggestions con¬
cerning improving safety on campus.
These

suggestions

as they did two days ago when thev
walked across the campus.

included improved

One member of the audience com¬

lighting on the Quad and other often

mented that “everybody is a victim.”

traveled passages. Branham noted that

■ SEE FORUM, PAGE 14

270 people march around the campus to “take back the night” on Monday.

STUDENT ESCORT SERVICE
IS BEING FORMED.
Help make bates a safer place.

Tisdale Explains Healt
by Katherine Reisz
According to Chris Tisdale, Director of

[Contact: Lil Charron,

Dir. of Security

Paul Rosenthal, Coordinator
of Student Activities
(You may stop by the CSA Office
!or call 786-6305 to signal your interest.
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3n Campus Early Sunday*

COMPOSITE DESCRIPTION OF ASSAILANT
HEIGHT: 6’1” - 6’ 3”
BUILD: large athletic
HAIR: short and dark
WEIGHT: 180 - 230 lbs.
AGE: late teens to early 20’s
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lounges and the bathrooms on that floor
were being used for the dance.
Upon report of the second rape, both
cases officially went to the Lewiston Po¬
lice Department and detectives began an
active investigation. The Bates Security
Department also received an official re¬
port and the Administration again
posted a Security Alert announcement
throughout the campus.
According to Sawyer the two women
gave police descriptions of their assailents that contained “a lot of similarities.”
Neither woman saw the man’s face as he
pressed his hand over their faces.
After the first rape announcement at
least seven reports of room entries in
Wentworth Adams Hall Sunday morn¬
ing came to the attention of the Admin¬
istration. The entries occurred shortly
after the time of the incident on Garcelon Field. Dean Branham stated that
the descriptions of the man varied and
all seven cases may not have involved
the same person or circumstances.
Speaking about sexual abuse on cam¬
pus, Dean Branham commented before
the report of the second rape “In my ten
years here this is only the second offi¬

cially reported rape. That is not to say
that rapes have not occurred. It is my
belief that there are a significant number
ol people on campus who have been sub¬
jected to various forms of sexual abuse. ”
After moderating a Deans’ Forum in
response to the first report Branham be¬
gan looking into a list of security con¬
cerns voiced by members of the commu¬
nity. By Thursday afternoon the Coor¬
dinator of Student Activities' Office
(CSA) had begun to work in conjunction
with the Security Department to estab¬
lish a student escort service.
Beginning this evening male and femalepaired teams will provide walking es¬
corts for students around campus at
night. Bates Security will dispatch the
teams. Sawyer stated that many men
had volunteered by Thursday noon, but
that the effort still needed female volun¬
teers.
In addition the Security Department
will now increase their coverage of the
campus at night from the usual one offi¬
cer to three officers. In response, the
Lewiston Police have begun to make
more frequent patrols of the campus
area. □

Candlelight March and
Forum Heavily Attended
by Richard Samuelson
In response to the reported rape of a
Bates student early last Sunday morn¬
ing, the Bates College Womyn’s Aware¬
ness group organized a candle-light
march and open forum (“speak out”)
on Monday night.
The organizers
wanted to “show support for the woman
who was raped, but more fundamen¬
tally, we wanted to highlight how fre¬
quently this happens and goes unre¬
ported,” as Suzanne Salkind ’90 put it.
The march, which consisted of people
carrying candles, and/or chanting slo¬
gans such as “What do we want?—Safe
nights. When do we want it?—Now!”
left from Chase Hall at 10:00 p.m. The
walk followed a course along snow-cov¬
ered paths all over campus from Chase
Hall to Garcelon Field (the approximate
site of the rape), to the Olin Arts Center,
to College Stheet, to Campus Avenue,
and across the Quad and through the Li¬
brary Terrace back to Chase Hall.
The turnout of 270 to 300 students and
concerned members of the community
on a colder than usual night dwarfed the
less than 50 who showed up for a similar
event last year. After the walk, the
marchers filed directly into Chase
Lounge for a /‘speak out” session to
give students a chance to, “come out
and say what they want to say,” as one
of the events organizers put it.
The three co-coordinators of Womyn’s
Awareness who opened the meeting

stated that what they did have the con¬
sent of the victim, who was “quite en¬
couraged by this” gathering. The first
speaker noted her desire to have a
greater sense of trust in the community
and said that “I am only asking for
people to protect each other.”
For many of those present, the rape had
shattered the secure feeling that they had
previously
enjoyed
when
walking
around the campus. People now ex¬
pressed feelings that, as one male in the
audience put it, there is “something
that’s out there that’s awful.”
A rift formed within the audience con¬
cerning how to react to this sense of fear.
Some argued that we should not let the
guilty parties make us pay by forcing us
to change the way that we live. As one
participant put it, “don’t stop living
your life because your afraid.”
However, others argued that making a
change is regrettable, but necessary be¬
cause the society that we live in has defi¬
nite flaws. A consensus seemed to be
reached behind this position.
After that tussle faded out, a good num¬
ber of those present made comments
about sexual abuse while struggling to
stifle tears. Some even summoned the
strength to admit to having been victim¬
ized by sexual assault or rape in the past.
A sturdy reassuring hug from a friend
followed each sueh articulation.
As time moved on, and the night dwin¬
dled, one of the organizers chimed
“you’ve done something, thank you.”

Comparing Bates Security to
that of Other CBB Schools
In light of the recent crimes on campus and the
general feeling of insecurity felt by many stu¬
dents, The Student decided to investigate and
compare the various security forces of Bates,
Bowdoin, and Colby.

by Evan Silverman
Bowdoin has the most extensive and
largest security system of the three col¬
leges. The college in Brunswick has
more full-time officers than both Bates
and Colby combined. While Bowdoin
has 17 uniformed officers, including one
who guards the Museum of Art, Bates
and Colby currently have four and five
officers respectively.
Bates currently has less staff than usual

because the department has been unable
to replace the Security Director and two
other officers. In the realm of part-time
officers, four work at Bowdoin, in con¬
trast to seven at Colby and two at Bates.
Bowdoin also has four full-time workers
who serve as communications officers,
the equivalent of the Bates Concierge
which has two full time staff.
The Brunswick Police swear in the
Bowdoin security officers so that they
have the power of arrest. At Bates all of
the security officers come to campus as
experienced law enforcement officers.
They have all received Academv certifi¬
cation.

■ SEE SECURITY, PAGE

14
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In addition the Health Center stays open
24 hours a day and provides totally confidential medical attention and counsel¬
ling. The Health Center does have
counsellors who specialize in areas of
sexual abuse and violence,
In the case of a rape the Health Center
first wants to get the person to a safe
place and with a friend. Then they talk
through all of the options available to the
person. Tisdale says, “We make sure
they don’t close any doors they can’t
open later.” Here she cites the example
of not showering before a vaginal exam¬

ination (for a woman) can provide a se¬
men sample.
The Health Center will also provide a
woman with the Morning After pill to
prevent possible pregnancy. Then four
to six weeks after the incident they have
the victim take an examination for sex¬
ual diseases.
The Health Center provides lots of
counseling “to facilitate the healing pro¬
cess” according to Tisdale. The student
chooses who she or he wants to work
with through their healing process.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Frye Street Union
The rear of Shaeffer Theater
The Olin Arts Center Elevator
The Alumni Gym
The Ladd Library, All Night Study Area
The Chase Hall Elevator (under quilt,
The Merrill Gym Walkway
below panel)

■ SEE ASSAULT, PAGE 14
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Deans Discuss Assault
n
FORUM, FROM PAGE 12

Dean Branham concurred with that sen¬
timent, “we are all victims in a sense,”
but she also reminded the audience that
“in point of fact, there is one true
victim.”
Some of those present resented that
more were not present—though a siz¬
able number did attend—and, as one
person noted, the “people here do not
have to be reminded as much as those
who are not here” about the reality of
rape, and other forms of harassment.
Several people asked for bi-weekly fo¬
rums to allow for continued awareness
and discussion of harassment and dis¬
crimination. Others asked for a follow¬

Security Around the CBB

up forum in a few weeks to evaluate
what security measures have been insti¬
tuted.
As the gathering came to a close, both
students and faculty stressed the need for
Bates to continue to be a community,
and to use this tragedy to pull together
and not to let it fragment the commu¬
nity. Dean Branham had listed four
goals for the meeting: to “rebuild and
reassemble trust,” to “reach solidar¬
ity,” to “begin talking to one and
other,” and “to listen.” After nearly
two hours and with those ideas gelling in
peoples minds’, the audience filtered
out, quietly, □

Tisdale Speaks On Rape
■ ASSAULT, FROM PAGE 13
From the start they try to get the person
to begin regaining control of their life—
to “Take Back the Night.”
In May 1988 an Alcohol Survey an¬
swered by 618 . male and female Bates
students revealed that 5% of those who
responded had, under the influence of
alcohol,'taken sexual advantage of some¬
one during the previous semester. In ad¬
dition 11 % reported having been taken
advantage of sexually while they them¬
selves were under the influence of al¬
cohol;,
Tisdale cites that 95% of date rapes oc¬
cur \yith at least one of the two parties
urttfrr the influence of alcohol. She also

cites that one in four college women be¬
come victims of rape or attempted rape.
Tisdale commented further, “what we
see is the tip of the iceberg. Often the
Health Center does not see someone un¬
til weeks or months after a sexual assault
incident. The person goes to the Health
Center suffering from physical or psy¬
chological symptoms that they do not
necessarily associate with the incident.
Tisdale stresses that, “It doesn’t matter
if vou’re drunk, in bed with someone
'"naked, how much foreplay went on went
on—when a woman - says No’ , and a
man forces her to have sexual inter¬
course that is rape.” This also applies
when a man becomes victimized. □'

Call boxes give students direct access to security.
■ SECURITY, FROM PAGE 13

American Heart
Association

SUMMER UNDERGRADUATE
RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS

Along with the fewest officers Bates also
has fewer emergency call boxes than
either of the other two campuses. While
Bates has seven, Bowdoin has 24 and
Colby has one inter-campus phone on
every floor of every building, but none
outdoors. Twelve of Bowdoin’s boxes
are outdoors, while the other twelve rest
in elevators scattered around the
campus.
Finally, Bowdoin Security does not
generally provide an escort service, yet
a student run service does exist between
the hours of 5:00 p.m. and 2:30 a.m.
After 2:30, Security will provide an es¬
cort if needed.
Colby Security operates similar to Bates
and will provide any escort on campus
when possible. Yet, as Acting Director
of Bates Security Lil Charron points
out, often the only officer on duty must
respond to another more serious call be¬

Steve Peters photo.

fore picking up the student.
The only coordination at Bates that has
existed recently between students and
the Security Department involved a pro¬
gram called Auxiliary Student Patrol
(ASP), which started up in the Fall of
1988. It consisted of groups of two stu¬
dents walking around campus to check
the security of dormitory doors and win¬
dows.
The program, instituted over Christmas
break, succeeded in preventing burglar¬
ies and vandalism on a relatively empty
campus. Yet interest dwindled on the
students’ parts and the program no
longer exists.
A campus watch program originally
slated to start last fall became indefi¬
nitely tabled after the resignation of the
Director of Security last September. The
neighborhood watch style program
called “Together For A Safe Campus”
stresses the awareness and reporting of
any suspicious circumstances. D

are being offered by

NECUSE

Volunteer.

9

New England Consortium for Undergraduate Science Education

American Heart
Association

at
AMHERST COLLEGE, BATES COLLEGE, BOWDOIN COLLEGE,
BROWN UNIVERSITY, COLBY COLLEGE, DARTMOUTH COLLEGE,
HARVARD UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF THE HOLY CROSS,
MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE, MOUNT HOLYOKE COLLEGE, SMITH COLLEGE,
TRINITY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY,
WiLLiAMS COLLEGE AND YALE UNIVERSITY

News Tips Sought
If you see, hear, or know of any news occurring on or near
campus please contact The Bates Student immediately at 7837108.

in the fields of
ASTRONOMY, BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY, COMPUTER SCIENCE,
EARTH SCIENCE, ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS,
NEUROSCIENCE AND PHYSICS

The Merchants Within This Paper

Stipend; $3,000
List of Opportunities and Details of Fellowships
will be available in your
Science Departments and Career Counseling Offices
by January 1, 1990
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Men’s Basketball Faces Tough Competition
by Andy Cerillo
The place to be this weekend may
very well be the Alumni Gymnasium,
where the Bates men’s basketball team
will face Amherst College on Friday
night and Williams on Saturday after¬
noon. Widely regarded as the best Divi¬
sion III men’s hoop team in New En¬
gland, Williams should be a tough chal¬
lenge for Bates.
Having already won as many games
this season as it did last season, Bates (65) is off to its best start since 1964-65.
The Bobcats struggled through a re¬
building season last winter, finishing 617 with four freshmen starters. Now
they are ready to turn a few heads.
“We’re getting close to being associ¬
ated with the better programs in New
England. We have the talent, which gets
you into the game . . . what we don’t
have, however, is a great deal of experi¬
ence in crunch-time situations,” said th¬
ird-year coach Rick Boyages.
This past week, the Bobcats suffered
twQ hard losses, the first last Friday eve¬
ning to Husson College of Bangor in
overtime. Down 32-28 at the half, Bates
scored seven straight points to pull
ahead 35-32 with 17:36 remaining.
Control of the game then shifted back
and forth through the closing minutes of
regulation. The Bobcats, who were also
down by as much as seven points during
the half, rallied to tie the score at 67.
Bates held the ball, but could not get
off a good shot when time expired.
Bates, who outplayed the Braves during
the period, was 17-of-35 from the field
and outscored its opponent 39-35.
Husson had only a two point edge
(69-67) at three minutes and 15 seconds
into the extra period; but, with nine sec¬
onds left to play, the visitors had forged
ahead 76-71. Sean McDonagh’s (’92)
three-pointer pulled the Bobcats in
range, but with six seconds to go, an in¬

tentional foul and time-out cost Bates
the game.
The Bobcats received another techni¬
cal foul when the time-out exceeded the
allowed time. Husson’s Mitchell Range
turned this into a four-point play, in¬
creasing his team’s lead to six points. At
the buzzer, the score stood 80-74,
Husson.
McDonagh,
the squad’s leading
scorer, led Bates with 16 points and 14
rebounds. Senior captain Erik Johnson
andsophomores Jake Murray and Tim
Collins also shot into the double-figures
for the night. Ranked 10th in the latest
NCAA Division III leaders in field goal
percentage, Murray is now shooting
63.7% from the floor. Husson was led
by center Buster Frederick, who tossed
in 19 points for the Braves.

“We’re getting close to
being associated with the
better programs in New
England. We have the
talent, which gets you into
the game . . . ”—Coach
The effort from the previous evening
took its toll on the Cats, who boarded a
bus for Worcester, Mass., the following
morning. Bates led Worcester Polytechnical Institute by as much as ten points
during the game but, with ten minutes
remaining on the clock, ran out of juice.
Outscoring the Bobcats by a 47-33 mar¬
gin in the second period, Tech downed
Bates by five, 89-85.
Jake Murray led Bates with 16
points, followed closely by freshman
guard Keith Ferdinando. Erik Johnson
had 13 points and was 8-for-9 from the
line. This loss, the third straight for the
Bobcats, dropped them to 6-5. Worces¬
ter climbed to 7-7 with the victory. □

Erik Johnson '90 takes on ruthless Husson defenders.

Scott Pint photo.

A SPORTS LOG: Down, But Not Out
Imagine expecting to have the season of
your life in baseball and tearing a liga¬
ment in your shoulder during the first
game. This is a situation that athletes
live in fear of each day.
A great deal of mental dedication is
needed to overcome the disappointment
of having a sport’s injury. To work ex¬
tremely hard for a goal and have it be¬
come unattain able is difficult to accept.
Years of preparation for any interest
take time and dedication. If this com¬
mitment serves no purpose, the individ¬
ual begins to question the fairness of life.
Discouragement is a familiar word to
the injured athlete. Often, an athlete
thinks working hard in a sport will auto¬
matically produce desired effects, yet
this is not the case when an injury oc¬
curs. Time dedicated to a sport has no
power over the immed iacyof an injury.
Larry Bird, forward for the Boston Celtics’Basketball Team, is constantly prac¬
ticing to improve his game yet even he is
unable to control the effects of an injury.
Operations, for bone spurs in the heels
of his feet, inhibited him from participat¬
ing in most of last season.
Despite this setback, Bird worked to
overcome his injuries and return to
pre- injury level .

He did not give Up

on his desire to play the game of basket¬
ball. It is this type of mentality that sepa¬
rates those who refuse to accept defeat

and those who give in to physical bar¬
riers.
Although not all individuals are able to
continue playing sports after an injury,
those who can should not give up on
their past goals. Coming back from an
injury is far from easy, yet it can be
done. When hours spent practicing with
a team are now used for rehabilitation,
it can be hard to have a positive outlook
on your future achievements.

Kim Small
Taking it one day at a time is the only
way to keep your sanity. It is almost im¬
possible to imagine ever competing
again, especially at the very beginning
of an injury. Being unable to bend a
knee or rotate a shoulder is both frustrat¬
ing and scary.
Frustration results from a combination
of different problems.
Try carrying
books to classes when on crutches or
writing with a sling on one arm.
Another source of agitation is the time
now spent on recuperating from the in¬
jury. Afternoons revolve around weight
training or biking followed by whirlpoo.ling or icing.
Pain is another component involved
with an injury. Concentrating in class

becomes difficult while feeling great dis¬
comfort from an injury. Therapy almost
always involves some initial pain.
Perhaps the most challenging obstacle
involved with overcoming an injury is
becoming a part of the team again. An
athlete with an injury often has trouble
feeling as a part of the team. Despite the
support of teammates, an injured indi¬
vidual might feel somehow separated
from the overall unity of the team. Al¬
though able to give encouragement to
other players, an injured athlete cannot
physically participate.
This partial commitment dissatisfies the
injured player who wants to give more
to the team’s efforts. No one expects a
player with an injury to be completely
able yet often the individual puts pres¬
sure on himself to quickly overcome in¬
jury. It is a sense of disappointment or
self-criticism that comes from within.
There are never promises that working
to overcome an injury will prove worth¬
while, yet there are many other benefits
achieved from the effort. Those who do
overcome the struggle of injury find
themselves a stronger person in the end.
Gaining confidence in your abilities only
puts dissuasion from coaches or doctors
in a different perspective.
This feeling of self-worth is achieved
through some maturity. To come back
from an injury challenges one’s self¬
commitment, and conquers one’s fear of

not succeeding. Although undesired,
failure a second time has a less traumatic
impact if an attempt Jo play again oc¬
curred.
In many fortunate cases, athletes come
back from sports’ injuries and find suc¬
cess again. They regain the confidence
needed to feel as part of the team and
often fulfill or exceed their past expecta¬
tions.
A starter for Penn State, Blair Thomas
tore his anterior cruciate ligament and
had to have full reconstruction done on
his knee. After strenuous therapy, he
has returned to the game of football and
will possibly be considered as a first
round draft choice.
Even after being healed, an injured ath¬
lete differs in some ways from those who
have never had the experience. A
unique sense of commitment remains
with an injured player forever. The
value of keeping healthy becomes even
further appreciated and the importance
of being confident is constantly stressed.
Confidence is imperative in terms of
self-worth and overcoming the fears of
reinjury. The first day back from an in¬
jury can be terrifying.
The final experience learned by an in¬
jured athlete is the importance of friends
and family. Support from others allows
a player with an injury to continue fight¬
ing to recover. Without it, the day of re¬
covery is far from reachable. □_
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Tough Competition For Swim Team
by Becky Farr

On January 3, 1990, the Bates Col¬
lege women’s swim team headed for
Puerto Rico along with the men’s swim
team and both diving teams. They
stayed there until January 11 before re¬
turning to the Bates campus. Coach
Dana Mulholland found the trip to be
extremely beneficial and called it “good
worthwhile training. ’ ’ He added that the
trip also benefitted the divers who at¬
tended.
During their stay in Puerto Rico, the
athletes had double sessions which in¬
cluded two hours of walking to and from
the pool and approximately eleven thou¬
sand yards of swimming a day. Ironi¬
cally, during their free time, this ener¬
getic group headed to the beach for sun¬
ning and more swimming. Eleven
members of Coach Mulholland’s seven¬
teen person squad attended the trip
while two of the three female divers em¬
barked on the endeavor as well.
Despite having . numerous talents,
Coach Mulholland declared that only a
few swimmers excel. He points to Katie
Moran (’93) as his current shining star.
She holds three school records and re¬
mains at the top of the New England rat¬
ing charts.
At Bowdoin, she set Bates’ 2Q0 meter
Individual Medley record at 2:21.5 and
the 100 meter Butterfly record with a
time of 1:03,55. Recently, against Wes¬
leyan, she reset the 200 meter Individual
Medley record, accomplishing a time of
2:21.30. At this point, she has qualified
for New England competition in six
events.
Challenging members of the team in¬
clude team captain Kate Killoran (’90),
and teammate Suzie Ziegenhagen (’91).
Other strong swimmers include Dede

Alexander (’92), Mary Bilotta (’92), and
Rachel Oberholtzer (’92) who contrib¬
ute to the team’s experience. Rookies
Beth Dozier (’93), Julie Riccio (’93) and
Debbie Miller (’93) round out Mulhol¬
land’s talented group.
Divers Kerry Rice (’93), Colleen
White (’91) and Christian Swartz (’93)
continue to prove their talent to Coach
Mulholland. Originally, he wanted his
swimmers to finish among the top ten in
New England, but with the loss of junior
Martha White to a knee injury over the
summer, he now questions the possibil¬
ity of this happening.
On January 15, 1990, the lady Bob¬
cats faced Wesleyan in a battle they
lost—but not without a fight. On Fri¬
day, January 19, 1990 the woman faced
Norwich University. Coach Mulholland
expected a win here, and he got it. The
final outcome showed Bates, with 138
points and Norwich with a total of 80
points. Numerous team members con¬
tributed to friday’s win over Norwich.
Physically exhausted, but mentally
pumped and exhilarated from Friday’s
win, the women competed against Middlebury on Saturday. Once again, they
lulfilled their coach’s expectations. This
time however, he expected a loss. The
final score in this competition was Middlebury 143 and Bates 98. The Bobcats
did manage to put up a tough battle.
They outscored Middlebury in the 200
meter Relay, the required diving com¬
petition, the 100 meter Butterfly, the
100 meter Backstroke, and optional div¬
ing. Their season record now stands at
2 wins and 4 losses.
After a busy weekend, these compet¬
itive women will face a tough week of
practicing to face Amherst in an away
meet the coming weekend. □

SKI RE
If you are the type who jumps in the ear every weekend and heads
for the slopes, you will be interested in the weekly ski conditions. As
we all know, this week’s weather has left us with a generous amount
of snow and it looks as though the weekend forecast is a positive one.
Sunday River, located in Bethel, Maine, reports a gain of eight to
14 inches of new snow. With nine lifts hnd 53 trails open, it is almost
impossible to find a trail you do not like. For the most part, the
mountain has packed powder except for on Agony and half of White
Heat, where the bumps offer a challenging run for expert skiers.
Sugarloaf, in the Carrahasset Valley, reports 16 inches of fresh snow.
Like Sunday River, Sugarloaf has mostly packed powder and 58 of
the 70 trail sections are in operation. As of yet, the gondola remains
dosed due to. the lack of snow on the snow
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Colleen White '91 sails gracefully through the air.
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An “Up-hill Weekend
For Ski Team
by Peter Carr

Good ski conditions and “home
snow” advantage enabled the Bates Ski
team to make an respectable showing
overall in the Bates College Winter Ski
Carnival held at Black Mountain in
Rumford, Maine. Both the men’s and
women’s alpine and nordic teams placed
enough scorers to gather 169 and 185
points for 6th and 1th place finishes.
“I am generally pleased with our
overall finishes,” noted Coach Bob
Flynn. ‘T was especially happy to see the
men finish sixth just behind Williams.”
The major force for the men’s team
came in the nordic races, where Junior
Don Medd placed 13th in the 15 kilome¬
ter event and 15th in the 10k, both good
enough for NCAA qualifying points.
According to Coach Flynn, “Don had
an outstanding weekend. He has really
worked hard and I think is just begin¬
ning to show what he can do.”
Along with Medd, Reid Lutter (’93),
who placed 3\st in the 15k and 30th in
the 10k, had a strong day. Dave Ricklifs
(’93) took 36th in the 15k, and Dan
Manter (’91), finished 35th in the 10k,
making for a solid Bates performance
overall.
On the downhill runs, Jere Calmes
(’92) took 21 st in the giant slalom and
Joe Safar (’92) placed 24th in the slalom.

Junior Mike Sidore placed 35th and 28th
in the giant slalom and slalom respec¬
tively; while captain Chris Fisher (’91)
took 33rd and 36th in the same events.
Led by the nordic squad, especially by
the efforts of three freshman skiers, the
women’s team showed a great deal of
talent. Freshman Anna Louis Englund
took 16th in the 10k and 28th in the 5k
classic race. Kristy Gould (’93) and Lau¬
rel Stone (’93) placed 19th and 16^ re¬
spectively in the 10k race,; while Stone
and Catherine Groves (’91) took 25th
and 21th in the 5k event.
The women also skied strong alpine
events with the leadership of captain
Vicki Gellert (’92), who placed 34th and
33rd in the giant slalom and slalom re¬
spectively. Freshman Jessica Larson had
an impressive day placing 2 ist in the gi¬
ant slalom and 28th in the slalom; while
Marianne Nolan (’92) took 35th and
24th in the respective races.
“I was very much pleased with the
strong showing of the freshman women
cross-country skiers. They were impres¬
sive for the opening races. I think that
we can improve on our finishes over the
year though,” commented Flynn.
Bates will have a chance to up their
spot in the standings this weekend at the
St. Lawrence Ski Carnival at Lake
Placid, New York.

SPORTS

Future Looks Bright
For Men’s Squash

Women’s Basketball
Shows Talent
by Michael Evans
Off to their best start in 17 years, the
Women’s basketball team faces Middlebury tonight in Vermont and travels
to Colby-Sawyer for an afternoon con¬
test tomorrow. Currently, the Bobcats
stand at seven wins and three losses.
Last Friday, Bates hosted CBB confer¬
ence rival Colby in Alumni Gym. The
evenness of the match-up showed in the
first half with neither team managing to
have more than a seven point lead. The
White Mules enjoyed this margin early
gaining a 15-8 edge over the Bobcats.
Bates countered with four baskets from
Leigh-Ann Smith, (’92), to take their
first lead midway through the half. Julie
Roche, (’91), added 14 points to the
scoreboard, as the teams entered the
locker room tied at 38.
The squads traded baskets at the start
of the second half tying the score on five
different occasions. Colby eventually
opened up an eight-point margin, 6658, setting the stage for the exciting
ending.
With the score 76-69 in the Mules’ fa¬
vor, and 35 ticks remaining on the clock,
a Colby player stood at the foul line. She
missed, Bates rebounded, and Cindy
Ordway, (’92), proceeded to nail a
three-pointer, shaving the edge to four.
Adrienne Shibles, (’91), stole* the in¬
bound pass and, after several missed at¬
tempts, Rachel Clayton, (’90), con¬
nected with seven seconds left, making
the score 76-74. The Bobcats immedi¬
ately fouled a Colby player, giving her a
1-and-l opportunity. She missed, Bates

Phil Stevens '91 gives Colby a racquetful. Marian Proctor photo.

by Evan Silverman
The Bates College Men’s Varsity
squash team began their season much
like previous seasons. In only their
fourth year of Varsity competition, the
Bobcats have to date earned a 2-6 rec¬
ord. Yet, optimism still abounds despite
the team’s record.
As Interim Coach, Herbert Bunker,
said, “In college, squash, you play
everyone you can get your hands on.”
Bunker, filling in for George Wigton
who is on sabbatical leave, is careful to
point out that Bates will play any team,
regardless of whether they are nationally
recognized or not. Unlike most teams,
Bates’ squash team battles other schools
outside of Division III.
The Bobcats’ losses came against
Navy, Williams, Fordham, MIT, Vassar, and Colby, while their two wins
both came at the hands of Haverford.
Neil Bray (’93), playing in the number
one position, achieved an impressive
victory over Fordham’s top player.

The Bobcats are captained by Garrett
Fish (’91) and Jim Fralick (’90) yet only
Bray, Jonathan Redmond (’93) and Rae
Wolpe (’93) won their matches against
Colby. At the time, Redmond and
Wolpe were playing in the third and
ninth slots respectively.
Scheduled to participate in the Am¬
herst tournament, the team did not at¬
tend because of the inclement weather.
Due to the driving conditions last week¬
end, the team decided the trip was too
hazardous.
With the addition of two freshmen in
the top five positions, the team should
have a bright future as it tries to become
an extremely competitive squad. Right
now, we are “benefitting from Bowdoin’s success and maturity” and “we’ll
play anybody that comes to Maine” said
Bunker, who was referring to the fact
that Bowdoin’s squash program has ex¬
isted for roughly twenty years, “We’re
looking to play the best, and over the
long term it will help improve our
players. . . . It’s a nice swing for teams
to travel to Maine and play Bates, Bowdoin, and Colby.”□

rebounded, and called timeout with five
seconds left.
Coach Marsha Graef designed the winor-lose play in the huddle. Amy Schrag,
(’91), passed the ball to Shibles who dis¬
hed it back to Schrag. Open downcourt,
Schrag located Roche who went up for
the shot. As the buzzer sounded, Ro¬
che’s 12-foot jumper hit the rim and
bounced away, giving Colby the hardfought victory.
Roche earned game-high laurels with
22 points. Clayton added 13 baskets and
12 rebounds to the Bobcat cause. Amy
Schrag also chipped in with 14 points.
“It was a good game between two good
teams,” commented co-captain Shibles,
“we were just unlucky.”
On January 17, the Bobcats hosted New
England College.
Expectations were
high as Bates entered the contest riding
a three-game win streak. The Bobcats
did not disappoint, ending the game
with a 36-19 victory.
Roche led the Bobcats in double figures
with 17 points. Smith and Schrag added
16 and 15, respectively. Ordway and
Clayton each chipped in with a dozen.
Clayton continued to work hard under
the basket with 16 rebounds.
The injury-plagued Bobcats defeated
Massachusetts the last weekend of se¬
mester break. Bates blasted Wheaton,
86-65, January 13, after defeating Babson, 70-56 the night before.
As for the future record of this team,
only the next few weeks will tell. If they
continue to play like in the Colby game,
they should have nothing but success. □

Men’s Swimming:
A Competitive Force
by Grace Murphy
After their meet against Middlebury
January 20th, the Bates’ men’s swim
team proved to be a team with which
others will have to reckon. Previous
meets produced thirty-one season’s best
swims, individual qualifications for
championship meets, and swimmer im¬
provement. Before the meet, Coach
Mulholland had only positive thoughts
on the team’s outcome. “If we can show
this weekend that we can beat Mid¬
dlebury, then we’ll prove we’re a good
team,” commented Mulholland.
On the road to obtaining the team
strength that they now show, Bates com¬
peted in four meets prior to those held
January 19 and 20. On November 28,
Bates swam against Bowdoin and fin¬
ished second, 159-84. Their two meets
in December proved successful as Bates
defeated both Clark and Brandeis.
During the week of January 3rd, the
team traveled to Puerto Rico, where
they underwent a rigorous training
schedule. The athletes, in addition to
swimming double workouts, walked
eight miles daily.
Returning tired but fit, they faced Wes¬
leyan January 13, and finished behind,
127-110. Says Coach Mulholland, “The
team was tired, but performed well
nonetheless. Wesleyan is one of the
stronger teams in the conference, and
we swam stronger than previously.”
The meet was close, and in the last re¬
lay, the team was down four points.
Mulholland comments, ' “We would
have been happy to win if we had a
strong enough relay, but Wesleyan’s

was stronger.”
Recovered from Puerto Rico, Bates
showed the necessary strength to gain a
win over Norwich Friday, January 19;
and returned Saturday to beat Mid¬
dlebury 180-63. According to captain
Chris von Jako (’90), “We’re strong,
and we wanted to prove we’re good. We
kicked ass.”
The Bobcats won the Norwich meet eas¬
ily, with a Bates competitor winning all
but four events. Seniors Chris von Jako
200 free, and Andy Evans, 3-M diving,
with junior Jim Hennessey, 100 free,
won their respective events. Other event
winners included Dave Fox (’93), 400
IM, Jon Dreiblebus (’92), 100 fly and
100 breast, and Rob True (’91) IM div¬
ing. Strong performances by many team
members guaranteed victory for Bates.
The meet Friday did not slow down the
’Cats for their Middlebury challenge, as
records fell and swimmers improved.
Fox, in winning the 100 Back (57.47),
improved his own Bates record of 58:34,
in addition to winning the 200 IM
(2:05.09) and setting a pool record. Fox
also holds the Bates record in the 200
Back (2:09.03). Other individual win¬
ners also contributed to the Bobcat’s
win. Dreiblebus, in winning his two
events, continued his undefeated streak
in individual competition so far this
season.
Comments? Mulholland, “I was very
pleased with the wins and the progress
shown.” Explains von Jako, “The team,
feels great about it’s potential as a win¬
ning unit. ’ ’
Bates'travels to Amherst for their next
competition, Saturday, January 27.0
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A Positive Start For Men’s Track Team
by Grace Murphy
In their fourth meet of the season,
held Saturday January 20, the Bates’
men’s track team closely swept visiting
team Holy Cross with a score of 66 to
60. Competition being tough, Bates rose
to the challenge and continued the tradi¬
tion of beating Holy Cross by a five to
ten point margin every year. Fine indi¬
vidual performances and well run relays
made the difference in the close score.
Individual winners included Bill Binan (’90) in the long jump (21 ’8 1/2 “)
and high jump( 6’0”); Mike Clarke
(’91) with a time of 4:1.1 in the 1500m,
Jamie O’Brien (’91), 400m (52.22); and
co-captain Dave Weatherbie (’91),
3000m (8:54.3). Other strong perform¬
ances included those by co-captain Ted
Dixon (’90), who placed second in the
1500m.
The fine personal performances
brought Bates close to Holy Cross, but
before the last two events, the 4x400m
relay and the 800m relay, Bates was
trailing Holy Cross 56 to 60. The Bates’
relay team of Barbin, Peura, Dellafiora,
and O’Brien, knowing the chances of a
win were in jeopardy, raced to a win.
According to Clark, “Jamie O’Brien’s
anchor leg was the key to winning the
relay and the meet.”
Bates now led Holy Cross 61-60, but

the final relay would decide the out¬
come. The 4x800m team of Clarke,
Leahy, Dixon, and Thompson easily
beat rival Holy Cross by 15 seconds to
win the meet. Coach Walt Slovenski
commented, “I’m very pleased. It was
the good competition, and expected it to
be close. We had excellent perfor¬
mances.”
During winter break, the Bates team
competed in three meets, beating Bowdoin 70-50, losing to Bentley, and com¬
peting in a non-scoring Division III
meet at MIT in Cambridge. According
to Slovenski, “the meets were to carry
over (the athletes) to keep our guys trim
for the rest of the season.”
Returning from break, Bates Hosted
Division I University of New Hamp¬
shire on 12/13/89. Says Slovenski, “Al¬
though we’ve had meets against them in
the past twenty years, and we’ve won 12
of them and they’ve won, eight, this is
their year. They were trimming.” In
spite of individual outstanding perform¬
ances by Binan, Wheately, Peura, and
O’Brien, Bates lost 94-29. Slo¬
venski, optimistic about the remaining
part of the season, observes, “We’ve
had outstanding performances and are
showing improvement in all areas”.
Bates will compete next on Saturday,
February 3rd, at Colby College in the
State of Maine meet. □

Lady Bobcats Find
Strength In Numbers
by Mike Leahy and Jason Yaffe

Mens track pulls away from competition.

Jobs
in Alaska
HIRING Men - Women • Summer/
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING,
LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION
up to
weekly, plus FREE room
and board. CALL NOW! Call refundable.

$600

1-206-736-0775. Ext.

Scott Pim photo.

jTyping — Word Processing
I'lerm Papers, Resumes,
Research papers, Reasonable
||Rates, Pick-up & Delivery

783-6450
]\pesktop Services
_
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One need only venture into Merrill
Gymnasium on a weekday afternoon in
order to determine the strength of this
year’s Bates College women’s indoor
track team. During this time, scores of
Bates women diligently run laps in prep¬
aration for upcoming meets.
In fact, the women’s team, accord¬
ing to Bates College sage Walter Sloven¬
ski, has more members than the men’s
team for the first time in history. If size
is any measure, and it is in track and
field, the lady Bobcats appear destined
to make quite an impact on the New En¬
gland Division III indoor track scene.
Gn January 20, the Bobcats traveled
south for the Jumbo Invitational at
Tufts University. The first place finish
of the 4x800 meter relay led the Bates
women to a fifth place finish overall
amongst thirteen teams that competed.
Romalda Clark, senior tri-captain and
an All-American, turned in a solid per¬
formance by capturing second place in
the 1500 meter run and the 1000 meter
run.
Sophomore Andrea Elder was another
standout for Bates as she took third place
in the 5000 meter run. In addition,
Kelly Frazier (’93) took an impressive
second place in the 400 meter run, and
the 4x200 meter relay team ran to a
third place finish. Success continued to
happen for the team who had displayed
the same capability in the previous two
meets.
Returning from the long Christmas
vacation, the Bates women found them¬
selves in surprisingly good condition as
they won three relay events during the
Colby Relays, which took place at the
home of the mighty White Mules.
The distance medley, sprint medley,
and 4x880 relays all crossed the finish
line first in their respective events. The
team of Ellen Draegert (’92), Lynn
Barker (’92), and Tammy Lee (’93),

combined to capture the shot put relay.
A cynic might remind us that quality ,
not quantity, is what counts. However,
this cynic would have, in layman’s
terms , had it “stuck in his face” at
Bowdoin College on December second.
The Bobcats, sufficient in numbers,
traveled to Bowdoin for a non-scoring
dual meet. Although it was a non-scor¬
ing meet, had its outcome been tabu¬
lated, Bates would have crushed the hap¬
less Polar Bears by a margin of 18
points.
Leading this attack was Romalda
Clark (’90), who won the 1500 meter
run in a time of four minutes and fifty
seconds. She then returned to claim sec¬
ond place in the 800 meter run, thus
proving her ability to place well in multi¬
ple events.
Sophomore Allison Quinby turned in
another impressive performance for the
Bobcats as she won the 400 meter dash
in a time of 64 seconds. Rounding out
the list of event winners for the Bobcats
was standout Karyn Christy (’93), who
won the 55 meter hurdles in a time of
9.16 seconds.
When pressed to comment about her
team during pre-season workouts,
Coach Carolyn Court seemed correct, if
not prophetic. She said, “ . . . Our sen¬
iors set a good example and provide ex¬
cellent leadership for the underclassmen.
The addition of what could be the best
freshman class we’ve had could help us
remain a strong team. ” The perform¬
ance of the team in the first three meets
certainly backs up the thoughts of Coach
Court. The talent, size, depth, and de¬
termination of this years team ensures
them a successful season, and hopefully
will propel them to the top ranks of New
England Division III track and field.
On Saturday, January 27, the Bob¬
cats will host the Bates Invitational,
where all interested Batesies can and
should come out and support this group
of talented athletes. □

Racial Awareness

Don’t miss our WINTER SALE!

asinine

■ WEEK, FROM PAGE 4
The week proceeded without any
problems and was quite successful. Ozzie Jones ’92, the President of Bates’s
Afro-American Society summed up the
intended purpose of the week as he
opened the events with a speak out in
Commons.
He hoped that students would come

out to “find out, see, listen, and learn”
to the varied views of such an important
issue of today, and that the week would
allow the campus to “put aside political
differences and join together to learn.”
The students offered generally positive
reactions as thfey left each event and the
organizers agreed on the success of the
program. □

25% off winter clothing

675 Main St. Marketplace Mall Lewiston
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Only for student American Express* Cardmembers.
Apply for the American Express® Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Northwest-exclusively
for student Cardmembers:
■ CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE
of two $118 roundtrip tickets—to many

of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contig¬
uous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good for a six-month
period, and they will arrive within six
-weeks after you receive the Card. Current
Cardmembers will automatically receive
their $118 certificates by March 15,1990
provided they are still full time students*

■ 10% OFF ANY NORTHWEST FLIGHT—with

your own personalized discount card, valid
throughjanuary 1991 on all Northwest and
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and other certificates,
promotional or special status airfares.)
■ 2,500 BONUS MILES TOWARDS FREE TRAVEL—

when you enroll in Northwest’s WorldPerks®
Free Travel Program.
AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.

speed the process.)
Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Cardmem¬
ber you’ll enjoy all the exceptional benefits
and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
So don’t miss out on a world of great
experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
the Card. And start packing!

Just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. We’ll' take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help

Membership Has Its Privileges®

APPLY TODAY
TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

1-800-942-AMEX

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

*If you are already a student American Express Cardmember and have a question about this program, please send your written question, a copy of your student ID and class schedule to: American Express, P.O. Box 35029,
Attn: Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. Fare is for roundtrip travel on Northwest Airlines. Tickets must be purchased within 24 hours after making reservations.Tares are nonrefundable and no itinerary changes
may be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are limited and may not be available when you call. Travel must originate by certificate expiration date and be completed within 60 days of that date. Travel may not be available
between cities to which Northwest does not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included in fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Florida cities f$2\O0). Certain blackout dates and
other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. ©1990 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS® CARD. FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER.
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Arts & Entertainment
Racial Awareness Week
Uplift Every Voice
Production ‘‘I Have A Dream” Is Authentic
by Aaron Worth

The National Black Touring Circuit
performed Josh Greenfield’s 1 Have a
Dream on Monday, January 15, in the
Bates chapel. Despite some initial con¬
cern about ticket sales, the show drew a
capacity crowd of 600 people. The
troupe has been to Bates twice before, to
perform Goree and Love Letters From Lor¬
raine.

The troupe first performed I Have a
Dream, a theatrical portrait of Dr. Mar¬
tin Luther King Jr. in his public and pri¬
vate life, at the King Center in Atlanta.
The audience there included Coretta
Scott King, who endorsed the show.
Buddy Butler, Visiting Associate Pro¬
fessor in the Theater Department, has
worked with members of the troupe and
was instrumental in bringing the show
to Bates on Martin Luther King Day,
where it was part of Racial Awareness
Week.
The show was unconventional in
form: an assortment of techniques and
elements—musical, narrative, and vi¬

sual—were stitched together to create an
effective and engaging medium. The
play moved at a breathless pace; 'a ca¬
rousel of characters whirled on and off
the stage, as diverse events, from Rosa
Parks’ first defiance to King’s assassina¬
tion came into focus and then faded.
These “scenes” blended into one
another without a pause; in the twohour and twenty minute show the only
break from the action was one intermis¬
sion. Black and white pictures appeared
on screens behind the actors, defining
time and place on the minimalist set.
The intensity of the play was both ex¬
hausting and exhilarating.
The play depicts a multitude of char¬
acters with a cast only of six. The only
two constants in the cast are Bruce
Strickland as Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. and Nora Cole as Coretta Scott
King. Cole’s performance is involving;
she portrays with empathy not only Cor¬
etta King’s strength but also her own
struggle.
Set beside her husband’s larger-thanlife battle against injustice, Coretta
King’s struggle is often easier to identify
with. She sees her husband threatened,
arrested, attacked, and endangered
every day, and her own home is firebombed.
One of the finest sub-plots of the play
involves her telephone conversations
with John F. Kennedy (Nick Searcy).
There is no actual telephone; Kennedy
stands self-assuredly at one end of the
stage, with King at the other, looking
anxiously into space. In one conversa¬
tion, Kennedy tells her to call whenever
necessary. Later, after her husband has
been incarcerated, she does.
To portray any public figure on stage
presents difficulties, particularly with

someone with the distinctive presence
and well-known vocal power of Martin
Luther King, Jr. The production takes
the most potentially tricky path when it
goes for a straight-ahead recreation of
Dr. King’s most famous speeches, in¬
cluding the “I have a dream” address.
It’s a gamble that pays off, because
Bruce Strickland manages to capture
enough of King’s presence to deliver the
speeches with conviction. His voice
booms and duplicates skillfully the dis¬
tinctive nuances and inflections of Kin¬
g’s own; there is no suggestion of inau¬
thenticity, the production averts the

show with feeling characters capable of
arousing sympathy.
The production deals deliberately
with the way in which the nonviolent
Dr. King is surrounded by violence. His
house is firebombed, he is attacked by
fire hoses while marching, he is stabbed
and, finally, shot to death. Such acts are
juxtaposed with King’s constant refusal
to consider violent tactics and his opposi¬
tion to the Vietnam war (“Go easy on
the peace thing,” one supporter tells
him). The irony is intentional; before he
is stabbed by a woman with a letter
opener, King says, “I did not want the

Strickland’s depiction of King in private life shows him
as just another person than the one in the public eye. It
shows him as a husband, a family man, and a person
praying to God for guidance.
danger of parody.
Strickland’s depiction of King in pri¬
vate life shows him as just another per¬
son than the man in the public eye. It
shows him as a husband, a family man,
and a person praying to God for guid¬
ance.
The musical dimension of the play
allows characters (particularly those
without Dr. King’s speaking powers) the
opportunity for self-expression. As the
play follows Coretta Scott King as well
as Dr. King, it gives other characters,
from Rosa Parks (Diane Weaver) to
Philip Randolph (Herman LeVern
Jones), the opportunity to voice their
own struggles. The production has taken
pains to avoid a one-sided exposition of
Dr. King’s life, and has peopled the

rest of my life to be an anticlimax.”
Professor Butler, who introduced the
production, later called the perform¬
ance, “a fine tribute to King and his li¬
fe” and a “compelling drama that drew
everybody in.”
Associate Producer and performer
Herman Jones described it as a play
“that educates and is entertaining,”
stressing that it is “easy to lose the hist¬
ory” of King’s life. “The critical
point,” Jones said, “is to keep tapping
the young folks . . . the basic message
behind the show is to keep the civil rights
movement ... in the air. The show has
the potential to change a life or two.”
Jones called the audience’s standing
ovation “The top,” adding, “What do
you think?” □

Spike Lee’s Do the Right Thing Shown
What We Need Is Awareness
By Bob Parks
They showed Do the Right Thing last
weekend; that is, the film board showed
it. The film was so popular that no more
people could have fit in the capacious Filene Room last Thursday. Even the
room in Olin, albeit smaller, filled to ca¬
pacity each of the other three showings.
The tiny Olin room was crowded. The
temperature rose during the film just
like in the neighborhood in Do the Right
Thing-, people were cramped in a small
environment and plenty irascible. One
of the projectors failed making a five
minute hiatus between each reel. How¬
ever, the intermission turned out to be a
boon, for the audience broke into small
discussion groups.
Spike Lee provides much fodder for dis¬
cussion; he wrote, directed, and pro¬
duced the film. Spike Lee paints with
broad strokes, types in struggle for
power; he may have set us up for the end
of Do the Right Thing too well. Sal, in the
beginning of the film says, “I’m going

to kill somebody today,” which of coarse
he does. When Buggin’ Out fights a
white owner of the brownstone on his
block, the scene is so hyperdramatic it
is surreal. Spike Lee exploits his artistic
license right out of the plausible some¬
times but we still love him.
In Do the Right Thing, the character
Mookie, played by the Walt Disney of
black comedy himself, is a man pulled
by ideals from two sides. His sister Jane
wants him to be responsible; that means
get a real job and don’t take 90 minute
breaks from Sal’s Famous. His girl¬
friend wants him to be responsible; that
means stay with his son Hector and
don’t always rush off to work. What is
the right thing?
Across the line, Sal is also a nice guy
between poles. His son Pino is full of
anger calling their block ‘planet of the
apes.’ Pino argues that they should es¬
cape the neighborhood and seek busi¬
ness in an Italian DMZ. Sal’s other son,
Vido, confides in Mookie and defends
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him from Pino. Vido is sympathetic,
Pino is an overt racist, while Sal is, of
course, well intentioned.
Sal is unconsciously the seat of power in
the whole neighborhood: he’s the man.
The power structure rests solely under
Sal’s scepter, but maintenance of his
throne doe,g not require violence. When
the character Buggin’ Out first questions
the Wall of Fame, Sal takes out the base¬
ball bat. He forgets for a moment that
he is a white male with a white Cadillac,
then relinquishes his weapon. “I’m the
boss, I own ...” Buggin’ Out is gone.
Sal has economic prowess and Sal’s Fa¬
mous will some day become Sal and
Sons, on and on. Sal is beyond re¬
proach; he’s everyman; he’s an innocu¬
ous, respectable businessman. Sal’s
money is protected by white cops; his
power is an unbreakable knot.
There will always be a place for Mookie
at Sal’s Famous. The “place” might
someday graduate behind the counter
but will never penetrate the hegemony

of capital. He probably wouldn’t even
be allowed to touch the cash register. Sal
reasoned, “I pay you novv, I don’t see
you tonight,” when Mookie asks for an
advance.
■ SEE SPIKE, PAGE 22

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Othello Production: A Play of Black and White
by Isabel Roche
1 remember, quite lucidly, the first
time that 1 saw Shakespeare’s Othello
performed. A touring company brought
the play to my middle school. The char¬
acters were larger than life; they were
personifications of the traits they embod¬
ied. When twelve-year-olds comprise the
audience, things need to be presented
clearly, almost in black and white.
I think I will always remember the
second time that I saw Othello performed
as well. It was last weekend in Gannet
Theater. Only this time, it was about
black and white.
Under the direction of Kevin Wetmore ’91, Othello was the culminating
event of “Lift Every Voice”, a week
which explored and promoted awareness
of racial issues. Wetmore demonstrated
his racial awareness within the play.
Said he, “I wanted to do a tragedy, one
that was relevant to issues that I feel
strongly about. I wanted to examine as¬
pects of Othello where a black, through
no fault of his own, is pushed and
abused due to the color of his skin.”
Wetmore did his job well by shaping
the play around racial inequality. He
also chose a superlative cast. The cast
was a mixture of experienced and inex¬
perienced actors and actresses who really
pulled together to create an illusion
within the constraints that Wetmore out¬
lined. The acting in Othello waj superb.
Jeffrey Snell ’91 was exceptional in
the role of Iago. Snell’s Iago was snivel¬
ing, cynical, and ruthless. His ever-pres¬
ent smile sickened and beguiled; it was

Shakespeare's Othello in Gannet theater.

ATTENTION - GOV HOMES
from $1 (U-repair).
Delinquent Tax Property
Repossessions
Call 1-602-838-8885
Ext. GH 18397.
ATTENTION - HIRING!
Government Jobs - your area.
$17,840 - $69,485.
Call 1-602-838-8885.
Ext. R 18397.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES

from $100.

Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys.
Surplus Buyer's Guide.
1-602-838-8885 Ext. A 18397.
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GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN

Friday

Get Out of the Doorway and Dance
Contra Dancing accompanied by Dulcimer, fiddle, accordion
and piano. Dances taught to beginners. $2 students, $3 other
folks. 8:30

Saturday

And he'll be here Saturday. He has worked with Thelonious
Monk and'George Benson. Admission is $10 for students
and $12 otherwise. In Bates College Chapel.8:00

Wednesday

Modern Dance Performance

Coffeehouse

Modern dance at Bates by guests artists Terese Freedman and
Jim Coleman. The New York Times said of the Freedman/
Coleman dance company, “ ... professional level and
sophisticated work ... Miss Freedman and Mr. Coleman’s
couple charted the ups and downs of relationships with vigor
and persuasion.” They will appear with student dancers from
Bates and Bowdoin. In Schaeffer Theater. Admission is free

8:00

Jazz Odyssey
General Counselors Male/Female 19 + ; All Sports;

Research
saves lives.

a window into his twisted mind and per¬
ceptions. His internal conflict was fueled
by his inability to handle social subordi¬
nation to a black Moor.
Terrence Winston ’93, in the title
role, portrayed an Othello who was at
war with himself and his beliefs. At one
moment he was explosive, at another,

NEED A SUMMER JOB!
Sleepaway camp in Poconos needs:

subdued. He gave the character magni¬
tude as he struggled with the conflict be¬
tween the merit of trust in opposition to
the power of proof. Complimenting his
performance was Jennifer Farrell ’91, as
Desdemona. She grappled with the in¬
justice of her plight well.
John Lanza ’91 was a wonderful Cassio. He was earnest and trusting, as Cassio ought to be, but not so much as to
make him one-dimensional. Lanza’s
Cassio was witty, especially in scenes
with his love interest Bianca, nicely
played by Christine Petrillo ’92.
It suffices; to say that something spe¬
cial happened in Gannet Theater last
weekend. A group of people came to¬
gether and created something both in¬
structional and entertaining—an event
that doesn’t happen very often. Wetmore’s Othello wasn’t perfect, they experi¬
enced some technical problems and the
audience became a little itchy after three
hours, but those things seemed insignifi¬
cant.
The feeling when the lights came
back on will not be forgotten, once it was
time to re-enter reality. It was feeling
that one gets when one sees something
difficult done well. Othello was three
hours well spent. LJ

Bates sophomore Amy Robbins. She sings and plays mountain
dulcimer. It’s free in Chase Lounge. 8:30

oaturday

I Hear Some Blues
February 3, blues pianist Pine Top Perkins, guitarist Hubert
Surnlin, and guitar/harmonica master Big Daddy Kinsey come
to U Southern Maine Gym in Portland.
"

Look at this month’s issue of Down-Beat mag. Phil Woods is
at the top of the critics poll for best Alto saxophone of all time—

Gymnastics; Dance; Tennis; Ham Radio; Archery;
Riflery; Ceramics; Scenery; Waterfront (WSI);
Language (French & Spanish); Photography;

yf

>< -X- "x- ~x'

n itHwwnuiiMiMKgirnir

ATTENTION: EARN MONEY

Film Making; Piano; Woodshop; Sewing; Golf.

Jltayptt fijaudcL

Write: Camp, 1714 Wantagh Ave., Wantagh, NY 11793

READING BOOKS!
$32,000/ycar income potential.

or call 516-781-5200

Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bkl8397.

BEST FUND RAISER ON CAMPUS!
Is your club or student organization interested
in earning $1,000 -F for a one week marketing

|

ATTENTION: EASY WORK

j

SPAGHETTI-PIZZA-SPAGHETTI SAUCE

project on campus? You must be well

|

EXCELLENT PAY!

j

|

Assemble products at home.

j

Cor. Horton & Sabattus Sts.
Lewiston, Me.

organized

and hard

working.

Call Cheryl or Bode at (800) 592-2121

| Details. 602-838-8885 Ext. W-18397|
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Frank Glazer Gives Very Singular Performance of Three Sonatas
by Lara Strong

Frank Glazer.

On January 28, internationally ac¬
claimed pianist Frank Glazer will play
the first in a unique concert series enti¬
tled “Three Great Trilogies” featuring
the last three sonatas of Viennese classi¬
cists Haydn, Beethoven, and Schubert.
The concert series has generated
much
excitement
and
enthusiasm
among members of the music depart¬
ment. Sonatas of the Classic Period are
Glazer’s area of expertise. “We all think
he’s a paragon of an interpreter of these
composers” said Anne Scott, chair of
the department, who has high expecta¬
tions for the concert’s success. Scott
added that the pieces he will be playing
“are all great, great pieces.”
The concert is also of special interest
because of the connection that Glazer
makes between the composers’ final so¬
natas. The series was first performed
about ten years ago at the Eastman
School of Music, where Mr. Glazer was
professor of piano. It was hailed as “the
first time in piano history that a concert
of this sort, linking the last three sonatas
of these composers, has ever been per¬
formed.”

News Bureau Photo

■ SPIKE FROM PAGE 20
From the heart, it’s a start, a work of art to
revolutionize, make a change, something
strange. People say we’re the same no we’re-not
the same ’cause we don’t know the game.
In School Daze, Dap censures his class¬
mates, “We as a people are always late.
We are like the wino clutching his last
bottle.” The figurative wino belches to
life in Do the Right Thing in Da Mayor.
The character Da Mayor comes to Sal’s
Famous in the morning to raise an obse¬
quious hand to the man and receives a
broom handle and a generous handout.
A lot of good it does him—they didn’t
even stock Miller High Life in the Ko¬
rean market. At the end of the film,
Mookie compromises to bend down and
take an extra $250 thrown by Sal.

Mark Howard, coordinator of the
Olin Arts Center, remarked, “We often
hear these pieces, but not together in
one block.” Glazer’s intention, says
Howard, is “to present an absolutely fi¬
nal statement on the classical sonata by
the giants of the form.” Thus, Howard
feels that the concert is of great academic
interest, as well as “of great appeal to
the public, since it is very beautiful and
exciting music placed in a new context.”
The idea for the concert was a true
“Glazer inspiration” says Howard.
Glazer describes how, “Some years ago
I became interested in the idea of pre¬
senting a program of one cultural entity.
I did that with Mozart, Haydn, Beetho¬
ven, and Schubert. I wanted their last
thoughts on expression and form in the
sonata, but then I realized that—exclud¬
ing Mozart—Haydn, Beethoven, and
Schubert all performed not just one last
sonata, but three last sonatas, all con¬
ceived of at the same time.”
Glazer himself termed the groups of
three, “trilogies.” “Most people don’t
call them that,” says Glazer, “but I de¬
cided to call them that because they are

all of a piece, all cut of the same cloth.”
The Viennese Period is when the so¬
nata really took shape and was devel¬
oped to its greatest heights. Haydn, Bee¬
thoven, and Schubert represent a crosssection of the period—Haydn composed
his last sonatas in 1794-95 and Beetho¬
ven and Schubert composed theirs about
twenty years later, in 1820-22 and 1828
respectively. While Haydn influenced
Beethoven and Schubert, all three com¬
posers approached the sonata in a highly
individual fashion.
Each concert in Mr. Glazer’s series
will feature one sonata from each com¬
poser. The concert on the 24th will be*gin with their third to last pieces. Glazer
felt that organizing the concert in this
way would be more interesting then
playing one concert entirely of Haydn or
entirely of Schubert. This way listeners
can compare each composers thoughts
on, for example, their penultimate so¬
nata, verses their ultimate sonata.
The concert will begin at 4:00 in the
Olin Arts Center concert hall. The two
subsequent concerts will be held on Feb¬
ruary 11 and March 24, also at 4:00. □

Film, Review

We ’ve got to fight the powers that be. Freedom
of speech is freedom of death.
School Daze and Do the Right Thing both
have a knot in need of unraveling. School
Daze takes place at a small, predomi¬
nantly black college. One camp, led by
Dap, rallies for the trustees to divest.
The other camp, led by Julius, argues
he’s hurting the school with all that “Af¬
rican Mumbo Jumbo.” Meanwhile the
administration is taken by the same slow
inertia as a small, predominantly white
college just getting around to AfroAmerican and Women’s studies pro¬
grams.
What the knot needs, that in Do the Right
Thing and that in School Days, is a dy¬
namic agent to unravel it. In School Daze,
Dap fights with Gamma Fraternity; a
fraternity that doesn’t want to be one
with the brothers. As Dap doles criticism
his girlfriend asks, “Why are you so jud¬
gmental?” Dap is a trouble maker at the
college but the only one to get equality
done. At the end of the film he stands
under the college bell on their quad early
in the morning. He yells, “Wake up.”
Senior Love Daddy and Mookie begin
last weekend’s film with the words
“Wake up.” Although the Love Daddy
further does the nasty to our ears at the
end of the film by reiterating, “Wake
up,” it is the character Buggin’ Out that
unravels this knot with violence. He is a
trouble maker but the only one to bring
about change.
If your keeping score at home, the other
movies by Spike Lee out on video are
She’s Gotta Have It and School Daze. His
sister, Joie Lee plays Dap’s girlfriend in
School Daze and is sister Jade in Do the
Right Thing. Bill Nunn played Dap’s
roommate and most recently, Radio Raheem.
Giancarlo
Esposito
played
Gamma fraternity president, Julius,
plays Buggin’ Out in last week’s Hick.
The movie he’s working on now is called
A Love Supreme.
People Magazine said Do the Right Thins

My Left Foot Puts Its Best Forward
by Daniel Boylan
This past Christmas vacation I
worked at a movie theatre in Boston.
The benefit of working at a movie the¬
atre is that one has to do relatively little
work—oops—I mean one is able to view
new movies for free on one’s own time.
The film that struck me most was, My
Left Foot, about the trials and tribulations
of an Irishman, Christy Brown, who
suffers from cerebral palsy.
The film is based on the book My Left
Foot which is an autobiographical ac¬
count of Brown’s first twenty-two years.
The film was directed by Jim Sheridan.
The story starts out in 1932, in
Dublin, Ireland with the birth of young
Christy Brown. When Christy’s burly
Father hears the news that the child has
been born with a problem, his father
then heads off to the neighborhood pub
to drown his sorrows in stout.
The film moves into the Brown house¬
hold, located in an impoverished neigh¬
borhood of Dublin. At this point in the
film that Brown demonstrates unique

raised all the right questions but didn’t
offer any answers. Question is, how do
we unravel the knot without violence to
those in power? How do we tinker with
the status quo without being labeled mis¬
creant?
What we need is awareness, we can’t get care¬
less.
Two women volunteers showed Do the
Right Thing for the film board Saturday
night. There was a boy in the Olin audi¬
ence with Bean shoes so new they shined
like vinyl. The long wait before the pro¬
jector started made him peevish, “They
put a couple of retards in charge of this
thing.” It grew hotter in the theater,
and Billy Pilgrim was full of good ideas,
“Why don’t we get a couple guys up
there.” Oh, ya. Billy, always do the
right thing. □
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capacities. He begins to display his ge¬
nius, first by scrawling “mother” on the
floor of the house then later; showing off
his ability to paint. All these things he
does with his left foot.
Two young actors, Hugh O’Conor
and Daniel Day-Lewis play the part of
Christy Brown. O’Conor plays Brown

The sexual frustration that
Brown feels in not being
able to tell the women that
he loves his feelings is
evident on the screen.
for the first part of his adolescence, and
Day-Lewis takes over for Brown’s early
adulthood. Day-Lewis was also in A
Room With A View, and The Unbearable
Lightness of Being. In My left foot, he is
convincing in his portrayal of Christy
Brown.
Day-Lewis said about taking a dra¬
matic lead, “It seems to me that the

process of making a film is a process that
takes away from you all the time ... if
it survives (the feeling created from the
film) It’s a wonderful thing.”
Indeed Day-Lewis and O’Conor both
throw themselves into this part and
make it so realistic that it’s almost un¬
bearable. The sexual frustration that
Brown feels in not being able to tell the
women that he loves his feelings is evi¬
dent on the screen. Brown develops an
affinity for liquor to quell his sexual th¬
irst. He loses the woman who has helped
him develop his talents when she mar¬
ries. He then falls to his lowest depths in
the film.
The impoverished Dublin family and
Brown’s tremendous frustration contrib¬
uted to the realistic feel and also added
to the feeling of romance. The gritty
struggle of Brown and his later triumph
in the end made me yearn for more hu¬
man success stories like this. Day-Lewis
is integral in the success of this film, but
the true success is Christy Brown and his
victorious struggle. □

Best Live Rock and Roll

of the Decade
ll. Wang Chung The band that released the album To live and Die in
IL.A. burned through Alumni Gym spring ’87.
2. The Del Feuagos The Band From Boston today resides in the
Iwhere-are-they-now file after their Fall ’88 concert in Alumni Gym.
|3. Squeeze During winter carnival ’88, Squeeze was a big hit around
|town.
Peppino D’Agostino His fiery, steel tipped fingers picked off Olin
irts center on the first stop in his Fall ’88 American tour.
|5. The Fish Ranks among “the best seafood plates in commons”.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Rondalla Plays Saturday
by Michelle Lee

*/47ke BcLYlcUlVyi'CX/

This Saturday, January 27, a group
called Rondalla will come to Olin Arts
Center. Their concert at 8:00 p.m. will
include . traditional Filipino folk music
and dance.
Iskwelahang Pilipino (Filipino School)
is a nonprofit organization in Boston
that supports the group. The school
teaches American born Filipino children
about their heritage. Rondalla performs
throughout the year to promote cultural
awareness of the Philippines. Each of the
18 members of Rondalla has been per¬
forming in various capacities for a mini¬
mum of three years , while most of the
members have been with the school
eight or more years. The performers are
between the ages of 12 and 21.
Julie Ott ’91 has been in Rondalla for
10 years. Although she is a psychology
major who plans to go on to medical
school, she contends that she will always
pursue her interest in musical perform¬

ance. “Music is one-of those things I’ll
never let out of my life . . . We’re all
very proud of this group. The concert
tour this summer and the many concerts
like this Saturday’s have been an excit¬
ing way to display how important our
heritage is for us.”
The term Rondalla was originally ap¬
plied to a group of young people who
would make evening rounds to play and
sing for the people of their village. The
performers would sit “in-the-round”.
Rondalla will play the type of instru¬
ments Saturday night that were played
in Philippine villages. Most of them are
constructed only in the Philippines and
are from the acoustic guitar family.
There will be six different types of in¬
struments including octavina, laud,
bandurria, piccolo bandurria, acoustic
guitar, and bass.
During the summer of 1990, Ron¬
dalla will be going on a concert tour of
the Philippines. This idea was presented

by the conductor Michael Dadap. Dadap noticed in his previous trips to the
Philippines that interest in the tradi¬
tional instruments was waning. One of
the objectives of the tour is to revive in¬
terest in these instruments and the Ron¬
dalla tradition.
Rondalla has performed for many au¬
diences. Recently, they have been rais¬
ing funds for the tour through concerts.
This past December they went Christ¬
mas caroling for functions in the New
England area.
During the summer of 1989, Ron¬
dalla was invited to sing at Asian Heri¬
tage festivals in different suburbs of
Massachusetts. The group also partici¬
pated in the New England Folk Festival
Association’s annual Spring festival for
the past few years in Natick, Massachu¬
setts.
The International Club is sponsoring
Rondalla to come this Saturday so the
concert is free and open to all.D

Free
Coke*#1

Present this coupon to
receive two free 12 oz.
cans
of Coca-Cola®
classic with the purchase
of any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires; 2/2/90
Fast, Free Delivery
783-2200
62 School St.

Not good with any other offer.
Customer pays bottle deposit
and sales tax.

Dinner
for four

Present this coupon to
receive a 16" one-item
pizza and four 12 oz.
cans of Coca-Cola®
classic for only $10.00
One coupon per pizza.
Expires: 2/2/90
Fast, Free Delivery
783-2200
62 School St.

Not good with any other offer.
Price does not include tax or
bottle deoosit.

k

Present this coupon to
receive S1.00 off any
pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Not good with any other
offer.
Expires: 2/2/90
Fast, Free Delivery
783-2200
62 School St.

k

The Contest

The Rules

Domino's Pizza will award a pizza party
avery month to the dorm(#) purchasing
the most pizzas starting Jan. 15, 1990
through April 20, 1990.

1. Carry-out orders and all
deliveries made from your
dorm will be counted if
Domino's Pizza is given the
dorm's name and address.

(#)Two contests will be conducted. One
for the eight large dorms: Page Hall;
Wentworth Adams Hall; Parker Hall; Rand
Hall; Hedge Hall; Rodger Williams Hall;
John Bertram Hall and Smith Hall. The
winning dorm will receive 20 large one-item
pizzas plus soda.
The second contest will be conducted
among the twenty-four remaining dorms.
The winning dorm in this category will win
10 large one-item pizzas plus soda.

2. The winning dorm's name will
be published in the Bates
Student newspaper along
with the month's tally of all
other dorms.
3. The location and time of the
party will be convenient to
both the winners and
Domino's Pizza.

783-2200
62 School St

Free
Coke® #2

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.

Present this coupon to
receive four free
bottles of Coca-Cola®
classic with the
purchase of any 16"
pizza.
One coupon per pizza.
Expires; 2/2/90

©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

Fast, Free Delivery
783-2200
62 School St.
Not good with any other offer.
Customer pays Dottle deposit
and sales tax.
401-8072-2
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Do You Believe That Maine Should
Institute the Death Penalty?

Photographs by
Marian Proctor

Reported by
Katherine Reisz

f

Jen King ’90 “No. Basically I don’t be¬
lieve that anyone has the right to take
another life. If someone commits a mur¬
der they should be punished, but they
should not be put to death. Killing mur¬
ders takes a really primitive mentality.”

f

Mary Guinness ’93 “I don’t believe in
the death penalty. I believe we’re pun¬
ishing them for committing an immoral
crime and we commit the same felony
against them.”

Spring Break
■ VACATION, FROM PAGE 9
watch TV while our friends are still at
school.
There might be some good reason, but
whatever the reason, it does not seem to
be good enough for just about every
other college and university in the coun¬
try, and so Bates students have to spend
their “spring break” alone.
While we are alone at home or in Flor¬
ida or wherever else, our brothers and
sisters at other colleges around the na¬
tion are looking forward to having a
huge party together, and while they are
having their huge party, we are back in
Lewiston, Maine. Next year’s schedule
is no different. Once again we get to
avoid the traffic jams of Ft. Lauderdale

Peter Light ’92 “No. I don’t think you
can tell people it’s wrong to kill and then
kill them. It’s a contradiction.”

Jason Aldrich ’93 “On a general basis
no, but for the most severe crimes yes.”

Custis Questions

and the lift lines at Vail, we also avoid
the fun of spending break with a great
deal of people our age having a great
deal of fun.
It is not to late to make a difference.
For those of us who are sophomores and
freshmen, the 1991-92 schedule has not
been made yet. Further, the committee
I mentioned before has an opening for a
student, so anyone who would like to be
a part of this organization can contact a
Representative Assembly member. The
names of the committee members are in
the College Catalog, and I encourage
you to lobby them, so we can join in the
tradition and fun of having what other
college students have.D
Mike Lieber is a columnist for The Bates
Student.

■ CUSTIS, FROM PAGE 9
The United States was fortunate that
Manuel Noriega decided to surrender,
lor it seems that he may have been able
to initiate a guerilla war from jungle
strongholds, and a long, drawn-out one
at that.
However, as one analyst put it,
“There were 'other ways to go about
seeing to Noriega’s downfall.” He also
used the enlightening analogy that just
because the Soviet Union may charge
Bush with crimes against the State, it
wouldn’t give them the right to invade
our country and bring him to trial in
Moscow.
What does all this mean though to the
Panamanian shop owner who lost his en¬
tire business to looters, or to the four
year old little girl whose mother had to

tell her that daddy wouldn’t be coming
home for Christmas, ever again? [H
Jon Custis is a columnist for The Student.

WRBC Schedule Winter ’90
1MB

MONDAY
Kevin James
Karin Coring
John I iopman
Elise McLaughlin
Aaron Worth
Chris l lulx*rt
Sean Cusick
MORNING MADNESS
Aaron Humphrey
NEW MUSIC
Kate Godin
I lannah Vargas
Kate Killoran

TUESDAY
(ireg Don hak
Jeff Brainerd
Bill Barrington
Jamie I lamilton
Jennifer Armstrong
Claudia (ioldstein
Karyn l-andry
Tom 1 lerman
NEW MUSIC
Rich I lodges
Andy Cerillo
cathv I laynes
NEW MUSIC
Julie Thompson
Sarah Pralle
Liz Rvnecki

lOam-i2pm

NEW MUSIC
Chris Beard
Aria Chernich

Michelle Martin
Michael Edgar

I2pm*2pm

JAZZ
Wayne Perry
Christine l-ryer

SOVIET NUSIC
Dennis Browne

2pm-4pm

CLASSIC 80 S
Dave Aarestad
Gavin Little'-Gill

4pm-upm

NEW MUSIC
Stephanie Stergiou
Cathy Boosales
Andrea Bueschel

CLASSIC ROCK
Chris McKenna
Steven Cusek
Matt Smith
NEW MUSIC
Peter Olson
Colin Marquis
Danalvnne Wheeler

6pm-8pm

NEW MUSIC
Jen Eifrig
Kathy Leaf

WEDNESDAY
Andrew Kang
Damon Maida
Jim Wilk

THURSDAY
Chris Reilly
I ris (iuldenstern
Lyle Cutehins

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

METAL
I lowie Young
Andrew (idling
Alexander Dwinnel

DANCE
Maria Bamford
Lori I laskins
Kim Daniels

SUNDAY
I2am-3am

Karen Fazokas
lefri Knazan

3am-(>am

Dan (iurall
Dave Mvors

(>am-8am

Chris Dali
Paul Roy

8am-loam

Jennifer Webster
Uuira l XMwiler

loiim-upn,

TOI.K
Ian Berry

Mike Bosse
lattice Ro/.ear

Steven Lilly
Bob Arons

METAL
Bruce (iuav

DANCE
Mark (iillx)ard
John Leslie

MORN I N( i M A DM 1SS
Aaron I lumphrev

Barbara Zomlx*rg
Sharon I lari nett

NEW MUSIC
Chris Carson
Sieve Ryder

Kim Peard
Jonathan Bernard
Neil Cunningham

NEW MUSIC
Utrrv Carlxrnneau
Chris Schneider
Chris Taylor

NEW MUSIC
Lisa Ehrhardt
Re maida Clark
Suzanne Power

NEW MUSIC
Sheri Pizzi
'Ted Cureio

NEW MUSIC
Steve Smith
Erik Lindland

Matt Pollitx
Jen Sparks
Mara Lipner
Chris Sokolowski
JAZZ
Bill (iuidera

JAZZ
Bob Savlx)ll
Sally Craver

Peter Kannan
Kyle I lybl
Neil Brav

William Binan
Tex id Lee*
I )avid Barzelay

JAZZ
Ted Bernhard
Guv Stevens

JAZZ
Scott Kelliher
'Tom Baird
Jason Col ten

CLASSIC JAZZ
Pawn Johnson
Rich Sautter

2pm-4pm

SQUISH NEW ACT
Tim Schmitt
• Arnv Whitten

CLASSIC ROCK
Bruce (iuav

CLASSIC ROCK
Jon Jordan
Ellxrw

CLASSIC ROCK
Jim Eralick
Wendy I larjx r

Mimi Dana
Lisa l tzsehneider
Jen Tucker

4pm-(>pm

2()TI I CENTURY
.CLASSICAL
Andrew Kaiser

NEW MUSIC
Jess Stewart
Uiuren I lolden

NEW MUSIC
Josh Dieteh
Tom (i<x*tz

NEW DANCE
I )eana Roy
Kate Paranger

Eric I lalvorson
(:ory Thelx*rge
B<>!> Cole

(>pm-7j >m

COMMON 1*01 -K
l:n*d(*rick I Idler
Dan Swartz

7| )m-8pm
NEW DANCE
Iggy Ocamjx)
Sieve Becker

RAP
Marc (:haput
Dan -Zibinskus
Edward I lughes

Darcy Wakefield
susanne Salkind
Connie Chaplan

8} >m-8:3( )| >m

NEWS MAGAZINI

8:3( >pm-l< )pm

TALK SHOW
Jon McLaughlin
Jim Casey
COMEDY
John Quinlan
COMEDY
Sue Canavan
chistine 1 lenshaw

NEW MUSIC
Tina Brickley
Tim Shaw
Dave Walsh

NEW MUSIC
Alexandra Delp
Dan McEarland
Tiny Proctor

NEW MUSIC
Kevin 1 lopjx'r

HARIX :ORE
Mike Robinson
Pete Cieearelli
METAL
I Vie LaRue
Glenn Armstrong
Rob J)og

8pm-lopm

George Reese

Erica Goldsmith
Melissa Kriedling

Eric Fuchs
Brad Stratton

I0pm-I2am

TRASH DISCO
Warren Corbitt
Jennifer Miercort
Julie Morrison

NEW MUSIC
Dave Seuss
Carl Uhlendorf

LASER SHOWCASE
Kevin Wetmore
Aaron I lunter

h'HIiC will qo on the air at 7am on Saturday January 27, 1990.
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DANCE
Jean Raymond
Anno Wagner
Lauren Kelly-Washington
DANCE
Catherine Bohr
Amy Erickson

l2pm-2pm

DANCE
Adrian Collazo
RAP
T. Bryan Miller
Kevin c iranfill
Lyn I ran< oeur

K )j xn-llpm
Ilpm-I2pm

JAZZ
Dan Bovlan
Sharat Kumar
John McDougall

Trivia Night begins 10pm on Friday until 7am Saturclaij_

